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Preface
Attention StudentS:

We have written this text just for you, the preteen preparing to begin the dialectic stage of learning (the 
School of Logic). Whether you are beginning to study Latin for the first time or have studied some Latin in 
the grammar school, we have created this textbook for you. As the fourth Latin text published by Classical 
Academic Press, this text will review all the grammar you learned in the Latin for Children Primer Series. Now 
that you are older and can read and think better, the text will teach you much more about how to use what 
you have learned. For beginners, this text will leave no stone unturned. We will teach you all the basics of the 
language. For all students this text is the first in a series that will prepare you to read, understand, even construe 
Latin texts, which represent some of the greatest literature ever written.

What you will find inside:
 • Pronunciation – The first chapter begins with a thorough lesson on classical pronunciation. This 

includes important rules on syllabication and accent.
 • Glossaries – Each chapter begins with a vocabulary and English derivatives. There is also a complete 

alphabetical glossary in the back for all of these vocabulary words. 
 • Grammar Lessons – The sections in each chapter provide clear, concise, and complete grammatical 

instruction written just as we teach in our classrooms.  Grammatical exercises follow each lesson to help 
you practice what you have just learned. 

 • Sentence Translation – These exercises appear toward the end of each chapter. They will help you apply 
what you have practiced in the grammatical exercises and prepare you for the chapter reading to follow.

 • Chapter Readings – Latin stories about the Roman monarchy and republic end each chapter. We based 
many of these on the stories of Livy.

 • Unit Review Chapters – Each unit concludes with a review chapter designed to review the previous 
lessons. The Unit Review Chapters resemble the format of the reading comprehension portion of the 
National Latin Exam and the multiple choice section of the Advanced Placement Exam. We intentionally 
designed these unit reviews to increase reading comprehension skills.

 • Reading Helps – Each reading whether in a regular chapter or a Unit Review Chapter contains the 
following helps:

o Character lists describe the characters that will appear in each story.
o An extra glossary for unfamiliar words in the text. Each word appears in italics in the Latin text. 

This will allow you to see which words you can expect help on.
o We have provided the translation for some phrases appearing in bold type at the end of the 

passage. This feature allows us to introduce you to classical idioms and expressions that 
frequently appear in Latin literature.

o Reading comprehension questions in both Latin and English follow each reading. 
 • Historical Context – The Latin readings in this text tell of the history and culture of the Roman people 

from the Trojan War to the death of Julius Caesar. In addition to these Latin passages, each Unit Review 
Chapter begins with a historical passage written in English. These provide opportunities for us to 
communicate more about the people, places, and events that surround the stories you are reading. We are 
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honored to have Christopher Schlect, historian and Academic Dean of New St. Andrew’s College, as a 
contributing writer on several of these pieces.

 • Bonus Material – In addition to all of the above we have provided a combination of the following 
segments in each chapter to supplement your lessons.

o Colloquämur – Improve your command of Latin by increasing your oral proficiency. These 
activities appear regularly throughout the text and offer practical and sometimes entertaining 
ways to apply your Latin skills in and out of the classroom.

o Derivative Detective – Build your English vocabulary through these activities that demonstrate 
how we can trace modern words back to an ancient vocabulary.

o Culture Corner – Learn more about the Romans, their lives, their history, and their traditions 
using these windows into the past.

o Latin Americana? – No, this is not an oxymoron. Each chapter features one of the national 
or state mottoes which regularly appear on official insignia. In addition, we offer several 
opportunities for the student to see how classical history and civilization have shaped our world.

note to teAcherS And PArentS:

 Like Latin for Children, this text includes clear, concise, and complete grammatical instruction, making it 
user-friendly for the novice Latin teacher. As seen in the list of features above it also incorporates a great number 
of exercises and additional activities, making a supplemental text quite unnecessary. We have, however, created 
a teacher’s edition for this text in order to aid you in the classroom. This edition includes not only answers and 
translations, but also teacher tips, tests, and additional classroom projects accumulated from our combined 
experience of more than fifty years of teaching.

It is our hope that you will enjoy learning Latin with this textbook as much as we have enjoyed creating  
it for you.

S.D.G.

Karen Moore and Gaylan DuBose
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 • Latin alphabet
 • pronunciation
o syllabication
o accent

 • sentence structure

Latin has for many years carried with it a sense of foreboding. Many perceive Latin as a difficult course of 
study, much too difficult for any but the most intelligent and adept of students. However, this is simply not the 
case. The fact is that many boys and girls of various nationalities and backgrounds have studied this language 
over the centuries. If you take up the biographies of many men and women of reputation, including the founding 
fathers of America, you will find that they had quite a bit of training in Latin as youths, some in the small one-
room schoolhouses of the backwoods. The truth is that English is actually much harder to learn than Latin. 
Compared to English, Latin is simple. Before you laugh at this remark, take the Roman point of view. Let us 
suppose that a young Roman boy named Marcus decided to take up the study of English. How would he, a 
native speaker of Latin, find this modern language?

Section 1. Alphabet

Marcus’s first lesson would of course be the alphabet. Here he would be relieved to find great common 
ground, for our alphabets are very similar. The earliest writings we possess in the Latin alphabet date from 
the sixth century BC. The Latin alphabet was adapted primarily from that of the Etruscans, a people who 
inhabited central Italy prior to the Romans, and consisted initially of only 20 letters: 

A B C D E F G H I L M N O P Q R S T V X

The letters K, Y, and Z were added from the Greek alphabet later when Romans wanted to adapt Greek 
words to the Latin language. The letters J, U, and W were added at a much later stage also for the purposes 
of adapting other languages. The letter J became the consonant form of I, U is the vowel form of V, and W 
was introduced as a “double-u” (or double-v) to make a clear distinction between the sounds we know today 
as ‘v’ and ‘w.’ With these additions, the Latin alphabet, also called the Roman alphabet, has come today to 
be the most widely used alphabetic writing system in the world. So, Marcus need only learn a couple of new 
letters in order to obtain a complete understanding of the modern day alphabet. As for you, you needn’t 
learn any, but only learn to live without a few.

Chapter 1

Ë plüribus ünum
One from many
 —Motto on the United States of America Great Seal
This phrase is adapted from Pseudo-Vergil’s Morëtum, 1.104.
“color est ë plüribus ünus”
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The final form of the alphabet in Latin was: 

A B C D E F G H I K L M N O P Q R S T U V X Y Z 
a b c d e f g h i k l m n o p q r s t u v x y z

Section 2. Pronunciation

While the alphabet will pose little or no problem for our Roman friend, Marcus, phonics will be a great 
obstacle. The twenty-six letters that create the modern English alphabet can make seventy-two different 
phonetic sounds!

Let’s start with vowels. Surely you have noticed in the English language how challenging it can be to 
know how to pronounce a vowel or group of vowels. We sometimes even have homophones (words with 
identical spellings) that are pronounced two different ways (e.g., present and present) and others that are 
spelled differently but pronounced identically (e.g., to, too, and two)!

Latin vowels are much more consistent. For the time being, assume that the consonants are pronounced 
just as they are in English. Your teacher will help you if there are any unusual ones.

Vowels in Latin consist of the typical a, e, i, o, u. They are either long or short by nature. Thus, each 
vowel has two and only two sounds. Unlike English, long vowels in Latin are often clearly marked by a 
macron (from the Greek word makros, meaning “long”).

Short Latin ExampLE Long Latin exampLe

a as in alike [uh] casa ä as in father [ah] stäre

e as in pet [eh] memoria ë as in they [ey] cëna [key-nuh]

i as in pit [ih] inter ï as in machine [ee] ïre

o as in bought [aw] bonus ö as in hose [oh] errö

u as in put [u] Marcus ü as in rude [oo] lüdus

y as in pit [ih] thymum ÿ as in machïne [ee] Lÿdia

Exercise 1. Pronounce the following words aloud.

’

1. pater

2. mäter

3. sinö

4. sïvï

5. ördö

6. potior

7. est

8. ëst

9. uxor

10. üsus

11. syllaba

12. sÿcophanta
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Now let’s look at consonants. Look at the following list of English words and read them aloud. 

cat apple rock

city ant rope

chorus avocado love

charade aviator loose

Can you make one general rule for the sounds produced by each of the letters c, a, or o? There are phonetic 
rules for each of these letters, but they are numerous and there are many exceptions to almost all of them. 

Marcus will most likely feel quite overwhelmed and even a bit frustrated by the numerous phonic rules 
he must learn. His native Latin is much simpler and very easy to understand. Each consonant produces only 
one sound when on its own. Most are identical to our modern pronunciation, but there are a few variations 
that you should learn.

Consonant PhonetiC Rule latin examPle

c always hard as in cat, never soft as in cent cantö
cëna

g always hard as in goat, never soft as in 
gentle

glöria
genus

i (j)
as a consonant when it is an initial vowel 
before another vowel or when it is between 
two vowels, pronounced as the y in yellow1

iam
Iüppiter

r often rolled as in Spanish or Italian rëctus

s always like the s in sit, never like the z 
sound in please

semper
senätus

t always like the t in table, never like the sh 
sound in nation

teneö
ratiö

v sounds like the w in wine vïnum
victöria

x sounds like the x in ox, not the gz in exert nox
rëx

Exercise 2. Pronounce these words aloud.
1. cïvitäs

2. interrogätiö

3. casa

4. vëritäs

5. vinculum

6. exercitäs

7. uxor

8. gravitäs

9. genus

10. ësurgö

11. iungö

In English, when two consonants appear together their sound can change in a myriad of different ways. 
Take for instance the common pairing of th.

then theatre goatherd

1.  Exception: The i is a consonant in compound words when it is a consonant uncompounded (e.g., adiüvö from ad + iüvö), where the i is 
a consonant in both instances.
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Once again, Marcus will be overwhelmed. He must learn another set of rules in order to know how 
to pronounce the consonant blend ‘th’ in varying settings. Latin is simple. On most occasions that two 
consonants appear together, you will pronounce each one with its individual sound as prescribed above. 
There are a few consonant blends, but unlike English, each blend has one assigned sound that never varies.

Consonant Blend PhonetiC Rule latin examPle

bs, bt b sounds like p urbs (urps)
obtineö (op-TIN-e-oh)

gu, qu

sounds like gw, qw as in 
penguin and quart
(The u is considered a 
consonant here, not a vowel.)

lingua
quod

ng

sounds like ng as in angle 
(You hear an ng sound 
followed by a g sound) not 
like angel or sing.

lingua

gn sounds like gn or ngn as in 
magnet or annual magnus

ch
each sound pronounced 
individually like chorus, not 
like bachelor

charta
Chaos

th
each sound pronounced 
individually like goatherd, 
not like then or theatre

thymum
theätrum

ph

each sound pronounced 
individually like up hill, 
though most people 
pronounce it f as in 
philosophy

philosophia
Orpheus

double consonants

pronounced as two 
individually distinct sounds 
with a slight pause between 
them

ecce (EC-ce)
puella (pu-EL-la)

Exercise 3. Pronounce the following words aloud.

1. obstat

2. obtulï

3. anguis

4. sanguen

5. pulcher

6. architectus

7. philosophia

8. theätrum

9. quisque

10. cürö

11. currö

12. sumus

13. summus

Finally, there are a few combinations of vowels that are pronounced together. These diphthongs are two 
vowels blended together to create one sound. Latin has only six diphthongs. The most common diphthongs, 
and the only ones you will usually have to worry about, are ae, au, and oe. You will occasionally encounter ei 
and ui. Very infrequently, you may come across eu as a diphthong, but only in words such as the interjection heu 
(given as an example in the table on p. 5) and in words coming from Greek in which eu is always a diphthong.
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diPhthong PRonunCiation latin examPle

ae sounds like the ai in aisle fëminae, aequus

au sounds like the ou in out laudö, auctor

ei sounds like the eigh in weigh deinde

eu2 pronounced eh-oo heu

oe sounds like the oi in coil proelium

ui pronounced oo-ee as in tweet huic, cui

Exercise 4. Pronounce the following words aloud.
1. caedö 

2. hui*

3. poena

4. heu*

5. ei*

6. seu*

7. audiö

*The diphthongs marked with 
an asterisk are very rare. The 
diphthongs not so marked are 
very common diphthongs.

The various sounds produced by the consonants and vowels in Latin total forty different phonetic sounds. 
Compare this to the seventy-two sounds produced by the English language and you can begin to see why Latin 
could be considered the easier of the two. However, there is still more to consider in learning how to pronounce 
words correctly. So, while Marcus continues to learn his seventy-two new sounds, we will turn to syllabication.

seCtion 3. Syllabication

The term “syllable” is used to refer to a unit of a word that consists of a single, uninterrupted sound 
formed by a vowel, diphthong, or by a consonant-vowel combination. Syllabication is the act of dividing a 
word into its individual syllables. With English this can be tricky because there are often letters that remain 
silent. However, in Latin there are no silent letters, so any given Latin word will have as many syllables as it 
has vowels or diphthongs. There are three main rules of syllabication and a couple of more-complicated rules 
that occur in unusual circumstances. Our suggestion is that you memorize the first three rules, and then refer 
to the other rules when you need them, until they become second nature.

Main Rules: Divide

1.  Before the last of two or more consonants: 
pu-el-la ter-ra 
ar-ma temp-tö 
(but phi-lo-so-phi-a because, remember, ph is considered a single consonant)

2.  Between two vowels or a vowel and a diphthong (never divide a diphthong): 
Cha-os proe-li-um

3.  Before a single consonant: 
me-mo-ri-a fë-mi-nae

Special Rules:

4.  Before a stop + liquid combination, except if it is caused by the addition of a prefix to the word: 
pu-bli-ca (but ad-lä-tus according to the exception)3

5.  After the letter x. Though it is technically two consonants, it is indivisible in writing, so we divide  
after it: 

ex-i-ti-um  ex-e-ö

2. Essentially, it is safe to assume that all combinations of e and u are two syllables.
3.  A stop is a consonant whose sound cannot be sustained. For example, you can sustain or extend the sound of f or v or s, but once 

you make the d or t sound, it is over: the sound automatically stops. Liquids are the letters l and r. Tr is an example of a stop + liquid 
combination.
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6.  Before s + a stop, if the s is preceded by a consonant: 
mön-stro  ad-scrip-tum

It is easy to tell long syllables in Latin, and it will be important to know how to do so in order to 
properly accent words. Syllables are long when they contain a long vowel (marked by a macron), a 
diphthong, or a short vowel followed by two consonants. Otherwise, they are usually short. Recognizing the 
length of a syllable will become particularly important when reading poetry later on.

Caveat Discipulus (Let the Student Beware): The length of the syllable does not change the length of the 
vowel. You should still pronounce short vowels according to the phonetic rules you have just learned. The 
length of the syllable will affect how you accent the words, as you will soon learn in Section 4.

Exercise 5. Practice dividing the following Latin words into syllables and mark the length of the 
syllables.

1. dominus 3. cönsilium 5. ager 7. victöria

2. annus 4. theätrum 6. oppidum 8. audiö

Section 4. Accent

Accent is the vocal emphasis placed on a 
particular syllable of a word. As usual English 
complicates rules for pronunciation. Consider the 
following examples paying particular attention to 
the underlined words.

We will present the present to the birthday girl.
They object to the object of the speech.

The underlined homonyms are spelled the 
same, yet each one is pronounced differently. Why? 
Certainly Marcus or any other student attempting 
to learn English would be quite puzzled by this. 
Latin on the other hand accents words in a uniform 
manner. The rules for accent are as follows:

1. In words of two syllables always accent the first syllable: aúc-tor, naú-ta

2.  In words of more than two syllables accent the penult when it is long: for-tû-na,  
im-pe-râ-tor

3. Otherwise, accent the antepenult syllable: fê-mi-na, aú-di-ö

Exercise 6. Return to exercise 5 and practice accenting the words that you have already broken down 
into syllables.

Section 5. Sentence Structure

There are three common ways to communicate meaning in a language: 1) word order, 2) function words, 
which express the relationship between words (articles, prepositions, helping verbs, etc.), 3) inflection. English 
relies mainly on word order and function words to communicate meaning, but Latin relies mainly on inflection. 
In an English sentence we can distinguish between the subject and the object by the order in which they appear.

Greece attacks Troy.

It is clear in this sentence who is doing the attacking (the subject), and who is receiving the attacking (the 
object). If we were to reverse the word order, the outcome would be quite different.
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Troy attacks Greece.

Greece is now the object of the verb; they are no longer doing the attacking, but are on the receiving 
end. This makes a big difference to the Greeks! Latin’s word order is much looser than English, so it relies 
on the use of inflection to communicate meaning. Inflection (from the Latin ïnflectere, to change, warp) is 
the changing of a word’s form by the addition of an affix. We often use inflection in English to indicate the 
difference between singular and plural:

engLiSh: sailor sailors lord lords

Latin: nauta nautae dominus dominï

Latin does the same. However, it also uses inflection to express the relationship between words in the 
same sentence.

Tröiam Graecia oppugnat. Graecia Tröiam oppugnat. Graecia oppugnat Tröiam.

Each of the above sentences means the same thing, “Greece attacks Troy,” even though the word order is 
different. It is the ending that indicates the subject, object, and verb, not the order of the words. English can 
further define the relationship between words by adding a number of function words:

Troops sail from Greece, and will attack the town of Troy.
Cöpiae ä Graeciä nävigant, et oppidum Tröiae oppugnäbunt.

You can see clearly from this example that while Latin does use a few function words (et, ä), it relies mostly 
on inflection, i.e., the changing of endings to define the relationship between the words of this more complex 
sentence. In the sentence above, for example, the ending -ae on Tröiae is what is translated “of” in the English 
phrase “of Troy,” while the ending -bunt on oppugnäbunt is translated “will” in the English phrase “will attack.”

It would appear that on account of the simplicity of this ancient language, students learning Latin are 
already well ahead of Marcus and his English studies. So, now that we have completed our introduction to 
the Latin language, we will bid him farewell and begin the study of Latin grammar. 

Exercise 7. Define the following terms using complete sentences.
1. Diphthong

2. Syllabication

3. Accent

4. Function words

5. Inflection

Notä Bene (Note Well):
Although we have given you some helpful rules regarding pronunciation, syllabification and accent, 

there will occasionally be some exceptions to these rules (as with English rules). These exceptions will be 
rare, however, and there is no need to list all possible exceptions for you now.

Once Marcus has completed the tedious process of learning all the rules for pronouncing and spelling 
English words, he will be delighted to find how similar many of them are to Latin. In fact, there are many 
Latin words that have been adopted into the English language without any change in spelling at all. The only 
challenge is that they are often pronounced differently in Latin.

Exercise 8. Study the following list of Latin words. Divide them according to the rules of syllabication 
and accent them appropriately, then practice reading them aloud.

1. animal 5. horror 9. interim 13. arëna 17. atrium

2. clämor 6. toga 10. neuter 14. herba 18. candidätus

3. honor 7. status 11. poëta 15. firmus 19. ergö

4. genus 8. paenïnsula 12. ulterior 16. gladiätor 20. forma
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Culture Corner: Roman Names
Most people today have three names: first, middle, and last (or surname). 

e.g. Michael Richard Moore 

Have you ever thought about the purposes that each of your names serves? Your last name (Moore) 
signifies the family to which you belong. Often either your first or middle name is inherited from a parent or 
ancestor. In this example Richard is a name inherited from this boy’s father and grandfather. The first name 
is often one chosen just for you. It sets you apart from the other members of your family. Your parents may 
have chosen this name based on how it sounds or what it means. 

Generally your friends and family call you by your first name (Michael), unless you have a nickname or 
preference for your middle name. Your middle name is reduced to an initial on most documents (Michael R. 
Moore). Rarely does anyone call you by both your first and middle name (Michael Richard) or by all three 
names except in formal situations such as graduation, or when your mother catches you in some mischief. 

Roman names are somewhat similar. Roman boys also had three names: praenömen, nömen, cognömen. 

e.g. Gäius Jülius Caesar

The cognömen (Caesar) was similar to our surname. It identified the family to which that person 
belongs. The nömen (Jülius) was usually inherited from the father. This was the case with both boys and 
girls. The son of Jülius Caesar would also be called Jülius, and his daughter would be called Jülia. This was 
the name by which you were most often addressed publicly. Girls, would you like to inherit your father’s 
name? The praenömen was your own unique name. Only your family and closest friends would address you 
with this name. The praenömen was the name often reduced to an abbreviation: G. Jülius Caesar.

Our name us-ually does not change, except in the instance of marriage. The Romans, however, 
sometimes changed or added an agnömen to recognize certain accomplishments in a man’s life. For example, 
Publius Cornëlius Scïpiö won the Second Punic War against Carthage (a country in North Africa), and was 
rewarded with the agnömen “Äfricänus.” He is known in history as Scipio Africanus.

You can Latinize your own name using some of the phonetic sounds you learned in this chapter. Girls’ 
names usually end in –a, and boys’ names usually end in –us. Michael Richard Moore, for example, would be 
Michael Richardus Morus. You can also read the Colloquämur section to choose an authentic Latin name for 
yourself.
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Colloquamur (Let’s Talk)

Did you know that many of our modern names come from those used by the Romans or 
their Latin-speaking successors? Use the list below to see if you can find the origin of your 
name or choose another Roman name for yourself. Then use the conversation guide to introduce 
yourself to your classmates. Don’t forget to pronounce them correctly!

BoyS: girLS:
Albertus Laurentius Aemilia Margarïta
Antönius Leö Agatha Marïa
Bernardus Leonardus Alma Monica
Carolus Ludovïcus Anastasia Pätricia

Chrïstophorus Märcus Angela Paula
Cornëlius Martïnus Anna Paulïna
Dominicus Michael Barbara Roberta
Eduardus Pätricius Caecilia Rosa

Ferdinandus Paulus Catharïna Stella
Francïscus Petrus Chrïstïna Terësia
Frederïcus Philippus Clära Ursula
Gregorius Raymundus Deana Vëra
Gulielmus Robertus Dorothëa Vëronica
Henrïcus Rüfus Flöra Victöria
Iacöbus Silvester Flörentia Viöla
Ioannes Stephanus Iülia Virginia
Iösëphus Timotheus Iüliäna Vïviäna

Iülius Victor Lücia
Iüstïnus

Salvë, nömen mihi est ___________. Hello, my name is ___________.
Quid nömen tibi est? What is your name?
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 • verbs
o principal parts

 • 1st conjugation, present tense
o tense, person, number

VOCABULARY

VerBS

LATIN ENGLISH DERIVATIVES

amö, amäre, amävï, amätum to love, like (amorous)

cantö, cantäre, cantävï, cantätum to sing (chant, cantata)

labörö, laböräre, labörävï, labörätum to work (labor)

nävigö, nävigäre, nävigävï, nävigätum to sail (navigate, navigation)

oppugnö, oppugnäre, oppugnävï, oppugnätum to attack (pugnacious)

adVerB

nön not (nonsense)

Exercise 1. Using the rules for syllabication and accent that you have learned, write out the syllables and 
accents for the vocabulary words above. Then practice pronouncing them aloud.

Section 6. Principal Parts

Verbs are the central part of any sentence. In English you cannot have a complete sentence without a 
verb. In Latin you can have a complete sentence that consists of nothing more than a single verb. In fact, 
when translating any Latin sentence, it is advisable to find and translate the verb first. So, it is very important 
that you begin your study of Latin by learning how to recognize and translate verbs.

Annuit coeptïs.
He has favored our undertakings.

—Reverse side of the seal of the United States
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Every Latin verb has with it a set of principal parts. Principal parts are the forms of the verb that are 
considered basic and from which you create all other forms of the verb. In English, the principal parts  
are as follows:

1. present infinitive .............................to love .......................... to sing
2. 3rd person present tense ................(he) loves ..................... (he) sings
3. preterit (simple past) ......................loved ............................ sang
4. past participle ..................................loved ............................ sung

The principal parts of Latin verbs are categorically similar:

1. 1st person present  ..........................amö – I love ................ cantö – I sing
2. present infinitive .............................amäre – to love ........... cantäre – to sing
3. 1st person perfect (simple past) .....amävï – I loved ........... cantävï – I sang
4. past participle (supine) ...................amätum – loved .......... cantätum – sung

It is worth noting that although both use the same basic forms to comprise their principal parts, Latin is 
much more consistent in the pattern these forms follow. 

The first principal part is used to list and locate words in a Latin dictionary. The remaining three principal 
parts form various verb tenses. For now we will only use the first two principal parts. You should take care, 
however, to memorize all of them now as a complete verb set. Latin has its share of irregular verbs also, and 
some verbs alter their stem in the last few principal parts. You will save yourself a great deal of work later if 
you memorize them as part of your vocabulary list now.

Section 7. First Conjugation

A conjugation is a group of verbs that share similar patterns 
for their endings. Consider your family as an example. Each 
member in your family is a unique individual, and each one is 
different in his or her own way. However, your family also tends 
to share similar characteristics in appearance and personality. 
Each conjugation is a family of verbs. Each verb is a little 
different, but each verb within a conjugation tends to have the 
same set of endings and follow the same rules for changing those 
endings as the rest of its family members. There are four different 
conjugations, or groups of verbs. For now we will focus only on 
the first. You can always recognize the first conjugation by the 
second principal part which ends in -äre. It is from this form that 
a verb forms its stem:

2nd principal part – re = verb stem
amä/re = amä

cantä/re = cantä

Exercise 2. Following the examples of amäre and cantäre 
identify the stem for each of the verbs in the vocabulary list of 
this section.

Section 8. Present Tense and Personal Endings

Now that you know how to identify a verb’s stem, it is time to learn how to apply a set of endings in 
order to create a sentence. To conjugate a verb is to list a verb with its endings. The verb amäre is conjugated 
below with its personal endings. The personal endings of a verb demonstrate two important characteristics: 
number and person.
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perSon SinguLar pLuraL

1 am-ö
I love

amä-mus
we love

2 amä-s
you love

amä-tis
you (pl.) love

3 ama-t
he/she/it loves

ama-nt
they love

Number reveals how many are doing the action. There are two options for number: singular and plural.

Singular: I love. Plural: We love. 

Person reveals who is doing the action. There are three options for person.
1st person, the speaker is doing the action:  
 I love. We love.
2nd person, the person spoken to is doing the action: 
 You love. You (pl.) love.
3rd person, another person is being spoken about: 
 He/She/It loves. They love.

Exercise 3. Following the example of amäre, conjugate the verbs cantäre and nävigäre. Take care to 
notice where the macra (long marks) appear.

 
A third characteristic of all verbs is tense. Tense tells the time of the action taking place. The present 

tense describes action that is happening right now. In English there are three different ways to indicate action 
in the present tense.

 simple present: I love  
 present progressive: I am loving
 present emphatic: I do love

Fortunately for us, Latin has only one present tense form—that shown in the chart you have just seen. 
As a result, one present tense Latin verb can be translated in three different ways. 

amö = I love. I am loving. I do love. 
cantat = She sings. He is singing. It does sing. 

Notä Bene: To change a Latin verb from declarative (making a statement) to interrogative (asking a 
question) simply add the suffix -ne.

cantatne = Does she sing?... Is he singing? Does it sing?

Exercise 4. Identify the person and number of the following Latin sentences. Then, where possible, 
translate them into English in three different ways.

Example: amäs 2nd person, singular: you love, you are loving, you do love

1. Cantämus.
2. Oppugnäsne?
3. Non nävigant.
4. Labörätis.
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5. Nävigatne?
6. Nön oppugnö.

Exercise 5. Identify the person and number of these English sentences, then translate them into Latin.

Example: I am singing.   1st person, singular: cantö

1. I sail.
2. You (s.) do not work.
3. Are they attacking?
4. She loves.
5. We do sing.
6. You (pl.) are not sailing.

“Eye” Latin
Some words look the same in Latin and in English. When you can tell the meaning 

of a Latin word because it looks just like or nearly like an English word, you are using 
“eye” Latin. 

Using “eye” Latin, tell the meanings of Tröia, circus, Röma, maximum, mäior, and plüs.
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Colloquamur (Let’s Talk)

Use the following questions and responses to review the characteristics of some Latin 
verbs. Use some “eye” Latin to figure out what the responses mean.

interrogätiö: Cüius est numerï? What number is it?

respönsum: Singuläriter est. 

Plüräliter est.

interrogätiö: Cüius est persönae? What person is it?

respönsum: Est prïmae persönae.

Est secundae persönae.

Est tertiae persönae.

The sentences above use the interrogative pronoun cüius to signify a question the same way English uses 
interrogative pronouns such as who, whose, what, etc. Another way to ask questions in Latin is to add the 
suffix -ne to the end of a verb just as we did in exercises 4 and 5. These types of questions expect the answer 
yes (sïc est) or no (minimë). Try testing your knowledge of Latin verbs with some yes/no questions.

interrogätiö: Estne singuläriter? Estne plüräliter?

respönsum: Sïc est! Minimë!

interrogätiö: Estne prïmae persönae?

Estne secundae persönae?

Estne tertiae persönae?

respönsum: Sïc est! Minimë!
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Novus Ordö Seclörum
A New Order of the Ages

 —Reverse of the seal of the United States

 • present system
o present
o future
o imperfect

VOCABULARY  

VerBS

LATIN ENGLISH DERIVATIVES

ambulö, ambuläre, ambulävï, ambulätum to walk (perambulator, ambulance)

arö, aräre, arävï, arätum to plow (arable)

habitö, habitäre, habitävï, habitätum to live, dwell (habitat)

portö, portäre, portävï, portätum to carry (portable)

rogö, rogäre, rogävï, rogätum to ask (interrogation)

rëgnö, rëgnäre, rëgnävï, rëgnätum to rule (reign, regnant)

vocö, vocäre, vocävï, vocätum to call (vocal, vocation)

conjunctionS

et  and (et cetera)

aut or

Exercise 1. Using the rules for syllabication and accent that you have learned, write out the syllables and 
accents for the vocabulary words above. Then practice pronouncing them aloud.

Section 9. Tense

Another important characteristic that every verb has is tense. The verb’s tense indicates at what time the 
action takes place. Latin has six verb tenses. This chapter will focus on the present, imperfect, and future 
tenses. These three tenses make up what we call the present system. 
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First, let us quickly review the present tense.  The present tense describes action that is happening right 
now. In English there are three different ways to indicate action in the present tense.

simple present:  She sings. 
present progressive: She is singing.
present emphatic: She does sing. 

The present tense is formed by simply finding the stem of a verb (2nd principal part minus re) and adding 
the personal endings.

perSon SinguLar pLuraL

1 -m/ö* -mus

2 -s -tis

3 -t -nt

Notä Bene (Note Well):
The first person singular ending is most often -ö, however in some cases (such as the imperfect tense)  

an -m appears instead.

Exercise 2. Translate the following present tense verbs into Latin or English.

1. Vocat.

2. Habitäs.

3. Ambulat aut nävigat.

4. Arätisne?

5. He does work.

6. We ask.

7. Are they calling?

8. I rule and they work.

In English we often indicate tense by the addition of a helping verb.

 present:  She is singing.
 imperfect:  She was singing.
 future:  She will sing. 

Instead of adding a separate word as in English, Latin adds a tense marker between the stem and the 
personal endings, which you have already learned. A tense marker is a letter or letters that signal a change in 
tense. The formula for forming any verb tense is quite simple:

 stem (2nd pp – re) + tense marker + personal endings

Section 10. Future Tense

The future tense of first conjugation verbs uses the tense marker -bi-. The ‘i’ drops out before the vowel 
ending -ö, and changes to a -u- before the consonant ending -nt. Notice that the stem vowel -ä- remains long 
throughout.

stem: amä/re  +  future tense marker: bi  +  personal endings
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perSon SinguLar pLuraL

1 amä-b-ö
I will love

amä-bi-mus
we will love

2 amä-bi-s
you will love

amä-bi-tis
you (pl.) will love

3 amä-bi-t
he/she/it will love

amä-bu-nt
they will love

In Latin there is only one way to express future action. However, English has a couple of options. Either 
of these are acceptable when translating:

 simple future: I will love
 progressive future: I will be loving

Exercise 3. Identify the person and number of the following 
future tense verbs. Then translate in two different ways.

1. rogäbis
2. habitäbimus
3. rëgnäbit
4. vocäbunt
5. aräbitis
6. ambuläbö

Section 11. Imperfect Tense

The imperfect tense uses the marker -ba-. Notice that the first 
person singular uses the ending -m instead of the more common 
vowel -ö. This is because the -a- from the tense marker and the -ö 
in the ending blend together and become indistinguishable. This 
linguistic change is the same reason that the -ä- drops out before the 
-ö in the first person singular of the present tense. Notice that just as 
with the future tense the stem vowel -ä- remains long throughout. The -ba- is long in the first person plural 
and in the second person, the same pattern seen in the present tense in the previous chapter.

 stem: amä/re  +  imperfect tense marker: ba  +  personal endings

perSon SinguLar pLuraL

1 amä-ba-m
I was loving

amä-bä-mus
we were loving

2 amä-bä-s
you were loving

amä-bä-tis
you (pl.) were loving

3 amä-ba-t
he/she/it was loving

amä-ba-nt
they were loving

Notä Bene (Note Well):
Notice that the macra (long marks) on the endings are on the same positions as they were in the present 

tense: 1st person plural, 2nd person singular and plural.
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Long ago the word perfect (derived from the Latin perfectus, finished) meant “complete, finished.” If an 
object or a task has been truly completed well, then you cannot improve upon it; it is perfect. If the same 
task is imperfect, then it is not completed. The imperfect tense, therefore, is used to describe past actions 
that are not known to be complete or were ongoing for a long period of time. The true English equivalent 
for the Latin imperfect tense is the past progressive. However, the simple past tense can also be used on 
some occasions.

past progressive: I was loving, I used to love, I kept on loving
simple past: I loved

Exercise 4. Identify the person and number of the following imperfect tense verbs. Then translate in two 
different ways. 

1. rogäbäs
2. habitäbämus
3. rëgnäbat
4. vocäbant
5. aräbätis
6. ambuläbam

Exercise 5. To parse (from the Latin pars, part) a verb is to identify all of its parts. Parse each of the 
following verbs identifying their tense, person, and number. Then translate them into English.

Latin tenSe perSon numBer tranSLation

habitäbam Imp. 1 Sing. I was living

rogäbis

ambulant

rëgnäbämus

vocäbö

labörätis

portäbat

Exercise 6. Identify the person, number, and tense of the following English sentences. Then, translate 
into Latin.

1. We were singing.
2. I will walk and sing.
3. You (pl.) were not plowing.
4. It sails.
5. Will she rule?
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Derivative Detective
Nön came directly into English in such words as nonsense. Seeing that sequence comes 

from a Latin word meaning “follow,” what do you think a nön sequitur is?

 Nauta gives us such words as astronaut and nautical. Nautical miles are measured in knots, 
though knot does not come from nauta. 

Use your language detective skills and your dictionaries to find some more English words that use 
nön and nauta.

Colloquamur (Let’s Talk)

Use the following questions and responses to review the parsing exercise above. Use some 
“eye” Latin to figure out what the responses mean.

interrogätiö: Cüius est numerï? What number is it?
respönsum: Singuläriter est. 

Plüräliter est.

interrogätiö: Cüius est persönae? What person is it?
respönsum: Est prïmae persönae.

Est secundae persönae.
Est tertiae persönae.

interrogätiö: Cüius est temporis? What tense (time) is it?
respönsum: Est praesentis.

Est imperfectï.
Est futürï.
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 • first declension nouns: case,  
number, gender

 • nominative case
o subject
o predicate

VOCABULARY

nounS

LATIN ENGLISH DERIVATIVES

agricola, agricolae, m. farmer (agriculture)

fëmina, fëminae, f. woman (feminine)

Graecia, Graeciae, f. Greece (Grecian)

incola, incolae, m. settler

ïnsula, ïnsulae, f. island (insulate)

nauta, nautae, m. sailor (nautical)

pätria, pätriae, f. fatherland, country (patriot)

poëta, poëtae, m. poet (poet)

puella, puellae, f. girl

rëgïna, rëgïnae, f. queen

terra, terrae, f. earth, land (terrain)

Tröia, Tröiae, f. Troy (a city-state in Asia Minor) (Troy, Trojan)

adjectiVe

pulcher, pulchra, pulchrum beautiful (pulchritude)

Exercise 1. Using the rules for syllabication and accent that you have learned, write out the syllables and 
accents for the vocabulary words above. Then practice pronouncing them aloud.

Iüstitia omnibus
Justice for all
 —District of Columbia
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Section 12. First Declension Nouns

Just as with English, a Latin noun (from Latin nömen, name) is a word that names a person, place, thing, 
or idea. When a Latin noun is listed in a dictionary it provides three pieces of information: the nominative 
singular, the genitive singular, and the gender. The first form, called nominative (also from Latin nömen) 
is the means used to list, or name, words in a dictionary. The second form, the genitive (from Latin genus, 
origin, kind or family) is used to find the stem of the noun and to determine the declension, or noun family, 
to which it belongs. To find the stem of a noun, simply look at the genitive singular form and remove the 
ending -ae. The genitive also reveals which declension or family of nouns from which this word originates. 
The final abbreviation is a reference to the noun’s gender, since it is not always evident by the noun’s endings. 
We will discuss each of these forms in more detail in this section.

Exercise 2. Identify the stem for each of the nouns in the vocabulary list above. 
 Example: fëmina, fëminae stem = fëmin/ae

You have learned that verbs are divided up into families or groups called conjugations. Nouns also have 
families or groups that share similar characteristics and behavior patterns. A declension is a group of nouns 
that share a common set of inflected endings, which we call case endings. There are five declensions in Latin, 
but for now we will focus only on the first declension. All nouns 
that belong to the first declension have a genitive singular that ends 
in -ae. Therefore it is very important that you memorize the genitive 
singular of each noun provided in the vocabulary list, so you can 
easily recognize them as first declension nouns.

All Latin nouns have three characteristics: case, number, and 
gender. There are three genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter. 
In English the gender of a noun is determined by its sex. All female 
things are feminine, male things are masculine, and everything that 
is neither male nor female must be neuter (from the Latin neuter, 
neither). In Latin, however, the noun’s gender does not necessarily 
match the gender of the object it describes. Nouns describing 
a female person (e.g. girl, woman, queen, Helen) are generally 
feminine. Nouns describing a male person (e.g. boy, man, king, 
sailor) are generally masculine. However, if an object has neither 
gender (e.g. table, tree, town) Latin may classify the noun in any of 
the three genders. Therefore, the best way to learn the gender of a 
Latin noun is simply to memorize it. Fortunately, most nouns of 
the first declension will be feminine in gender. There are a few first 
declension nouns that are masculine because they refer specifically to 
men, or what would have clearly been a man’s office in ancient Rome. 
The most common masculine words of the first declension can be 
remembered by the acronym PAIN.

Poëta 
(poet)

Agricola 
(farmer)

Incola 
(settler)

Nauta 
(sailor)

Number simply indicates whether a noun is singular (one) or plural (more than one).

nauta = sailor nautae = sailors

fëmina = woman fëminae = women

Notice how English can be inconsistent with the way it pluralizes a noun. Latin, on the other hand, is 
extremely consistent. 
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Exercise 3. Using the above examples of nauta and fëmina, make the following Latin nouns plural:

Example: nauta = sailor nautae = sailors

1. ïnsula = island    ________________ = islands
2. rëgïna = queen   ________________ = queens
3. poëta = poet              ________________ = poets
4. puella = girl  ________________ = girls
5. agricola = farmer                      ________________ = farmers

Case is the form of a noun, pronoun, or its modifier that reveals its job, or how it functions, in a 
sentence. In Latin, there are five main cases.* The chart below identifies these cases and the jobs assigned 
them. It also declines the noun fëmina (woman) along with the appropriate meanings for each case. To 
decline a noun is to list a noun with all of the case endings that belong to its declension. Before you decline a 
noun, however, you must first identify its stem.

stem: fëmin/ae

endingS Feminine

caSe Sing. pLuraL SinguLar pLuraL

nominatiVe

Subject, PredicAte
-a -ae fëmin-a

the woman
fëmin-ae

the women

genitiVe

PoSSeSSion
-ae -ärum fëmin-ae

of the woman
fëmin-ärum

of the women

datiVe

indirect object
-ae -ïs fëmin-ae

to/for the woman
fëmin-ïs

to/for the women

accuSatiVe

direct object, 
object PrePoSition

-am -äs fëmin-am
the woman

fëmin-äs
the women

aBLatiVe

object PrePoSition
-ä -ïs

fëmin-ä
by/with/from the 

woman

fëmin-ïs
by/with/from the 

women

Notä Bene: There are two additional cases known as the vocative, which generally has the same forms as the 
nominative, and the locative. These cases, however, are much less common and you will learn them later.

Exercise 4. Following the pattern of fëmina, decline nauta and puella.

Section 13. Nominative Case

The nominative case (from the Latin nömen, name) is often referred to as the naming case. It is for us 
learning the language a point of reference or identification for every Latin noun, for it is the standard form 
used to list Latin words in the dictionary. More importantly, it is the case that ‘names’ the subject of the 
sentence. For example:

Graecia Tröiam oppugnat. Greece attacks Troy.

Quis Tröiam oppugnat? Graecia. Who attacks Troy? Greece.
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It is evident by the nominative ending -a that Greece is the subject, the one attacking Troy.

Exercise 5. Look at the nominative endings in the chart above. Underline the subject(s) in each of the 
following sentences. Do not translate.

1. Agricola terram arat.
2. Nautae ad terram nävigant.
3. Hecuba in oppidö habitat.
4. Fëmina et puella cantant.

In addition to identifying the subject of the sentence, the nominative case is also used to identify the 
predicate noun or adjective. A predicate nominative (from Latin praedicäre, to declare) is a noun or 
adjective that renames the subject. Generally predicate nominatives will follow linking verbs such as est (is) 
and sunt (are). For example:

Helena est rëgïna. Helen is a queen.

Quis est Helena? Est rëgïna. Who is Helen? She is a queen.

Helena est pulchra. Helen is beautiful.

Quis est pulchra? Helena est pulchra. Who is beautiful? Helen is beautiful.

In the above examples you see that both the subjects and predicate nominatives share the same ending. 
Since the predicate nominative is simply referring to or renaming the subject, it is fitting that they both use 
the nominative case. Generally the subject will appear before the predicate nominative in a sentence, so it will 
be easy to tell the two apart.

Exercise 6. Underline the subject(s) and circle the predicate nominative(s) in each of the following 
sentences.

1. Hecuba est rëgïna.
2. Puella nön est rëgïna.
3. Agricola et nauta nön fëminae sunt.
4. Ïnsulae sunt pulchrae.

Caveat Discipulus (Let the Student Beware): When translating Latin verbs in a sentence with a separate 
subject noun, it is important to remember that it is not necessary to include the English personal pronoun 
alongside the subject. This would make for bad English.

Latin Bad engLiSh good engLiSh

Helena amat. Helen she loves. Helen loves.

Nautae nävigant. The sailors they are sailing. The sailors are sailing.
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Chapter Reading
GREECE AND TROY

1. Tröia est pätria.

2. Tröia est in Äsiä; Tröia nön est ïnsula.

3. Rëx Prismus regnat.

4. Hecuba est rëgïna.

5. Helena in terrä, nömine Graeciä, habitat.

6. Helena et Hecuba rëgïnae sunt.

7. Helena fëmina pulchra est.

8. Paris in pätriä, nömine Tröiä, habitat.

GLOSSARY

rëx .................... king
in pätriä ........... in a country
Prismus ............ Priam (the king of Troy, father of Paris)
Hecuba ............ Hecuba (the queen of Troy, wife of Priam)
in terrä ............. in a land
nömine ............. called
Helena ............. Helen (the queen of Sparta)
Paris ................. Paris (a Trojan prince)

Culture Corner
Troy was a city in Asia Minor, in what is today Turkey. 

The Greeks and Trojans fought a war at Troy for ten years. We know this war 
as the Trojan War. You will learn more about this war and its aftermath as you 
study the readings and the Culture Corner sections in this book.

Derivative Detective
A derivative is a word in one language that comes from another language. More than 60 

percent of English words we use every day are Latin derivatives. The Latin word fëmina gives 
us the English word feminine, which means “like a woman.” 

Using the list of Latin words below can you think of other English words ending in -ine that 
mean “like” something? We’ll give you a clue: 

Bös, bovis = Bovine, like a cow
Canis 
Equus
Fëles 
Porcus
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Piscis
Aquila

How many more can you come up with on your own?

Colloquamur (Let’s Talk)

Here are a few more phrases that can be used in your Latin class and beyond. 

Sï placet. Please.

Grätiäs tibi agö. Thank you (sing.)

Grätiäs vöbïs agö. Thank you (pl.)

Omnës surgite. Everyone rise.

Omnës sedëte. Everyone sit down.

Aperïte librös. Open the books.

Claudite librös. Close the books.

Distribuite chartäs. Pass/Hand out/Distribute 
the papers.

Intellegisne höc? Do you understand this?

sïc est yes

minimë no
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Audëmus jüra nostra dëfendere.
We dare to defend our rights.
 —Official Alabama State Coat of Arms

 • transitive and intransitive verbs
 • accusative case
o direct object

VOCABULARY

nounS

amïca, amïcae, f. friend (female friend) (amicable)

ancilla, ancillae, f. maid-servant (ancillary)

cëna, cënae, f. dinner (cenacle)

culïna, culïnae, f. kitchen (culinary)

fäbula, fäbulae, f. story (fable, fabulous)

fïlia, fïliae, f. daughter (filial)

püpa, püpae, f. doll (pupa)

rosa, rosae, f. rose (rose)

stella, stellae, f. star (stellar, constellation)

VerBS

aedificö, aedificäre, aedificävï, aedificätum to build (edifice, edification)

spectö, spectäre, spectävï, spectätum to look at, watch (spectator, spectacle)

Exercise 1. Using the rules for syllabication and accent that you have learned, write out the syllables and 
accents for the vocabulary words above. Then practice pronouncing them aloud.

Section 14. Intransitive and Transitive Verbs

So far we have seen two different types of sentences. One type uses a nominative subject, a linking verb 
(est, sunt), and a predicate nominative.

Helena est rëgïna. Helen is a queen.
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The second type of sentence uses a nominative subject and what is called an intransitive verb.

 Nautae nävigant. The sailors sail.

An intransitive verb does not require a direct object. The word in-trans-itive comes from the Latin 
words träns (across) and ïre (“to go”—eö, ïre, iï/ïvï, itum) along with the prefix in (not). The action of an 
intransitive verb does not go across to an object. 

There are other verbs that often must take a direct object so that the sentence will present a clear 
complete thought to the reader. For example:

 Rëgïna accüsat. The queen accuses.

This sentence does not present a totally complete thought; it leaves us hanging. The queen accuses 
whom? The verb accüsäre usually is a transitive verb. A transitive verb requires a direct object. It describes 
an action that must go across to a direct object that can receive the verb’s action.

 Rëgïna puellam accüsat. The queen accuses the girl.

There are also some verbs that can act as a transitive or intransitive depending on the context of the 
sentence.

 Poëta cantat. The poet sings.
 Poëta carmen cantat. The poet sings a song.
 

Exercise 2. Look at the lists of verbs in the vocabulary lists for chapters 2, 3, and 5. Determine which 
verbs are transitive, intransitive, and which can be both.

Hint: Use a Latin-English dictionary to help you.

Section 15. Accusative Case

The nominative case “names” the subject of the sentence: the person or thing who is doing the action of 
the verb. The accusative case gets its name from the Latin verb accüsäre (to accuse). This case shows who or 
what is receiving the action of the subject, much in the same way that the “accused” is receiving the charge 
or blame of the prosecution in a trial. Let’s refer to the first declension set of case endings to see the inflected 
endings that signify the accusative case.

caSe SinguLar pLuraL

Nominative
Subject, Predicate -a -ae

Genitive
Possession -ae -ärum

Dative
Indirect Object -ae -ïs

Accusative
Direct Object, Object 
Preposition

-am -äs

Ablative
Object Preposition -ä -ïs
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Exercise 3. Change the endings of the nominative nouns below to make them accusative. Take care to 
keep the number the same.

Example:  puella = puellam
1. nautae 
2. ancilla
3. püpae
4. rosae
5. stella
6. cëna

Section 16. Word Order

Latin does have a general word order: Subject – Object – Verb. 
However, Latin holds this order loosely and words can often be moved 
around for style and emphasis. Therefore, it is very important to look 
at the endings on every word before determining how to translate the 
sentence.

Exercise 4. 
A. Circle all endings in the sentences below.
B. Parse each word. 

verbs: person, number, tense; nouns: case, number, gender
C. Diagram the sentence labeling the subject, verb, direct object, 

or predicate.
D. Translate.

1. Jülia est fïlia.

2. Jülia püpäs portat.

3. Ancillae puelläs spectäbunt.

4. Adiuväbatne* Jülia ancillam?

Notä Bene: Notice how the interrogative sentence (#4) moves the verb to the front. English does the 
same thing.

Declarative: I do love chocolate. Interrogative: Do you love chocolate?

Exercise 5. Following the steps below, translate the English sentences into Latin.
A. Diagram the sentence. 
B. Parse verbs and nouns. 
C. Translate into Latin.

1. Flöra is a maid-servant.

2. Does Jülia like Flöra?

3. Jülia and Flöra are friends.

4. Jülia was carrying a doll.

5. The girls look at the stars.

*Adiuväbatne is from the verb adiuvö, adiuväre, adiuvävï, adiuvätum: to help.
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Chapter Reading
THE TROJAN WAR BEGINS

1. Paris Helenam amat.

2. Paris ad Äsiam Helenam portat. 

3. Priamus et Hecuba fïliäs habent.

4. Hecuba fïliäs amat.

5. Priamus rëx rëgïnam amat.

6. Priamus nautäs spectat.

7. Nautae sunt Graecï.

8. Graecia Tröiam oppugnat!

GLOSSARY

Paris ................. Paris (a Trojan prince)
ad Äsiam .......... to Asia (Troy is located in Asia Minor)
Priamus ........... Priam (the king of Troy, father of Paris)
habent .............. they have
rëx .................... king
Graecï .............. Greeks

 Exercise A: Underline once all the intransitive verbs in the sentences above.
 Exercise B: Underline twice all the transitive verbs in the sentences above.
 Exercise C: Circle all the accusative nouns in the sentences above.

Culture Corner
Menelaus and Helen were the king and queen of Sparta, one of the mightiest cities of 

ancient Greece. Helen was a daughter of Zeus (king of the gods) and the most beautiful 
woman in the world. Paris was the son of King Priam and Queen Hecuba of Troy. While 
a guest in Menelaus’ home, Paris fell in love with Helen, and took her home with him to Troy. King Menelaus 
and his brother Agamemnon, King of Athens, rallied the other kings of Greece and their armies. They sailed to 
Troy to bring back Helen, “the face that launched a thousand ships.” Many poets have retold the events of the 
Trojan War. The most famous of them was the Greek poet Homer, who composed the Iliad.
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Derivative Detective
Just for fun:
Write down a derivative for each word below.
  amat, nauta, spectat
 

Hints: What do we call an actor who appears on stage not for money but just because he loves acting? 
What do we call citizens who go into space? What do we call such sports as football and baseball?

Colloquamur (Let’s Talk)

Use the following questions and responses to review the nouns in the sentences above. 
Use some “eye” Latin to figure out what the responses mean.

interrogätiö: Cüius est numerï? What number is it?

respönsum: Singuläriter est. 

Pluräliter est.

interrogätiö: Quö est cäsü? In what case is it?

respönsum: Cäsü nöminätïvö est.

Cäsü accüsätïvö est.
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Dïtat Deus.
God enriches.
 —Arizona state motto

This motto is from Genesis 14:23 of the Vulgate Bible.

 • 2nd declension nouns
o masculine and neuter

 • dative case
o indirect object
o reference

VOCABULARY

nounS

ager, agrï, m. field (agriculture, agrarian)

amïcus, amïcï, m. friend (male friend) (amicable, amigo)

auxilium, auxiliï, n. aid, help (auxiliary)

bellum, bellï, n. war (belligerent, bellicose)

dönum, dönï, n. gift (donation)

equus, equï, m. horse (equestrian, equine)

germänus, germänï, m. brother (German, germane)

humus, humï, f. ground (humus)

lïberï, lïberörum, m. pl. children

oppidum, oppidï, n. town

puer, puerï, m. boy (puerile, puerperal)

socius, sociï, m. ally (social)

vir, virï, m. man (virile)

VerBS

*dö, dare, dedï, datum to give (donate)

monströ, monsträre, monsträvï, monsträtum to show (demonstration)

narrö, narräre, narrävï, narrätum to tell (narrate, narrator)
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pugnö, pugnäre, pugnävï, pugnätum to fight (pugnacious)

servö, serväre, servävï, servätum to take care of; 
guard, protect (conserve)

Notä Bene: The pattern for the principal parts changes slightly for some first conjugation verbs. Take care to 
memorize this new pattern.

Exercise 1. Using the rules for syllabication and accent that you have learned, write out the syllables and 
accents for the vocabulary words above. Then practice pronouncing them aloud.

Section 17. Second Declension

As we learned in section twelve a declension is a group of nouns that share a common set of inflected 
case endings. The first declension consists primarily of feminine nouns and a few masculine nouns. The 
second declension does not include many feminine nouns, but consists of nouns that are either masculine or 
neuter. The most common feminine exceptions are the noun humus (ground) and the names of some trees 
such as quercus (oak).

The second declension distinguishes itself from other declensions by its genitive singular ending, -ï. The 
genitive singular is unique for every declension and is always the form most reliable in determining to which 
declension a noun belongs. As you may recall, the genitive singular is also the form that reveals a noun’s 
stem, the form to which all inflected endings are added. 
Simply drop the ending -ï from the genitive singular to 
find the stem of a second declension noun.

 
Exercise 2. Identify the stem for each of the nouns in 

the vocabulary list above. 
 Example: dönum, dönï stem = dön/ï
 
By now you have certainly noticed that while the 

genitive endings are all very similar, the nominative 
endings vary quite a bit. This is due in part to the 
varying gender of the nouns. The neuter nouns all have 
a nominative singular that ends in -um. Masculine nouns 
end in -us or -r. 

Section 18. Masculine

Just as all nouns that refer to female people are 
designated as feminine in Latin, so nouns referring to male 
people are designated masculine. There are a great many 
objects, however, such as field that do not have an obvious 
gender. So, it is important to memorize the gender of 
every noun that you learn. Most masculine nouns of the 
second declension are easily recognized by the nominative 
ending -us. However, there is a small group of masculine 
nouns that end in -r in the nominative singular. Whether 
they end in -r or -us in the nominative, the rest of the 
masculine endings are as follows:
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stem: amïc/ï

endingS maScuLine

caSe Sing. pLuraL SinguLar pLuraL

Nominative
Subject, Predicate -us/-r -ï amïc-us

the friend
amïc-ï

the friends

Genitive
Possession -ï -örum amïc-ï

of the friend
amïc-örum

of the friends

Dative
Indirect Object -ö -ïs

amïc-ö
to/for the 

friend

amïc-ïs
to/for the friends

Accusative
Direct Object, 

Object 
Preposition

-um -ös amïc-um
the friend

amïc-ös
the friends

Ablative
Object 

Preposition
-ö -ïs

amïc-ö
by/with/from 

the friend

amïc-ïs
by/with/from the 

friends

stem: agr/ï

caSe SinguLar pLuraL

Nominative
Subject, Predicate

ager
the field

agr-ï
the fields

Genitive
Possession

agr-ï
of the field

agr-örum
of the fields

Dative
Indirect Object

agr-ö
to/for the field

agr-ïs
to/for the fields

Accusative
Direct Object, Object 

Preposition

agr-um
the field

agr-ös
the fields

Ablative
Object Preposition

agr-ö
by/with/from 

the field

agr-ïs
by/with/from the 

fields

Notä Bene: The noun ager drops the e, but some nouns such as puer keep the e when declining. Take care 
to learn the genitive singular form in order to know which pattern a noun will follow.

Exercise 3. Following the pattern of amïcus and ager, decline puer, vir, and equus.
 
Notice that this new chart is in many ways very similar to the first declension. In many places the vowels 

o or u simply replace the familiar a of the first declension. Which cases seem similar? Which ones seem 
different?
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Section 19. Neuter

The Latin word neuter means neither. It is a fitting title for this third gender for it describes objects that 
are neither masculine nor feminine. The neuter gender is therefore never used to name a person or animal. 
The second declension neuter endings are very similar to the masculine endings. In fact, there are only two 
cases that are different. Can you tell which cases are different in the declension of dönum?

stem: dön/ï

endingS neuter

caSe Sing. pLuraL SinguLar pLuraL

Nominative
Subject, Predicate -um -a dön-um

the gift
dön-a

the gifts

Genitive
Possession -ï -örum dön-ï

of the gift
dön-örum
of the gifts

Dative
Indirect Object -ö -ïs dön-ö

to/for the gift
dön-ïs

to/for the gifts

Accusative
Direct Object, 

Object Preposition
-um -a dön-um

the gift
dön-a

the gifts

Ablative
Object Preposition -ö -ïs

dön-ö
by/with/from 

the gift

dön-ïs
by/with/from the 

gifts

The neuter endings differ from the masculine only in the nominative and accusative cases. This brings 
us to a very important rule that applies to every neuter noun in every noun declension in Latin. The neuter 
rule: the neuter nominative and accusative endings are always the same, AND the nominative and accusative 
plural always end with a short a. Most second declension neuter nouns are recognizable by the nominative 
singular that ends in -um. However, there are a couple of notable exceptions:

  pelagus, pelagï, n. sea
  vulgus, vulgï, n. crowd (sometimes masculine)

Exercise 4. Following the pattern of dönum, decline oppidum.

Section 20. Dative Case

A. Indirect Object

The dative case has many uses, and usually we can translate this case with the English prepositions “to” 
or “for.” The two most frequent uses are the indirect object and dative of reference or interest. The name 
for the dative case is derived from the Latin word dare (to give), a very fitting verb since it is one that uses 
indirect objects in the dative case quite frequently.

An indirect object generally describes the object to which something is given, said, or done. It does not 
receive the action of the verb directly, but is nevertheless indirectly affected by it. For example:

 The girl gives a gift to the boy.
 The girl gives the boy a gift.
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Notice that English does not have to use a prepositional phrase to indicate the indirect object. Often 
it relies on the word order to communicate the meaning. You can imagine that this might be confusing for 
someone learning English. Latin is much more consistent. Latin always puts the indirect object into the 
dative case.

 Puella puerö dönum dat.

Exercise 5. Underline the indirect object in each of the English sentences below. Then translate each 
indirect object into Latin.

Example: The man gives a ball to the boys. puerïs

1. He shows the field to the farmer.
2. The mother gives the daughter a doll.
3. Will you read a story to the boy?
4. The man entrusts his money to the friends.
5. The mother tells the children a story.
6. The man shows a friend the town.
7. The children feed apples to the horses.

B. Dative of Reference

Dative of reference, sometimes called a dative of interest, is in some ways similar to the indirect object. 
It also describes something which is not directly receiving the action of the verb, but is the object to which a 
statement refers. 

They build a town for the allies.
They build the allies a town.

Exercise 6. Following the steps provided, translate the sentences.
A. Circle all endings in the sentences below.
B. Parse each word: verbs = person, number, tense; nouns = case, number, gender
C. Diagram the sentence labeling the subject, verb, direct object, or predicate.
D. Translate.

1. Puerïs dönum damus.

2. Virï oppidö aedificia aedificäbant.

3. Puellïs fäbulam narräbis.

4. Puer agrum amïcö monstrat.

5. Agricolae humum arätis.

6. Dabuntne sociï patriae auxilium?

Exercise 7. Review the sentences in Exercise 6. Determine which sentences use indirect objects and 
which use the dative of reference.
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Chapter Reading
THE TROJAN HORSE

1. Meneläus Helenam amat.
2. Meneläus et Agamemnön sunt germänï.
3. Agamemnön et sociï Meneläö auxilium dant.
4. Graecï et Tröiänï bellum gerunt.
5. Virï Helenae pugnäbant.
6. Graecï equum aedificant, et in equö cëlant.
7. Tröiänï in oppidum equum portant.
8. Graecï Tröiam cremant.
9. Aenëas et Tröiänï fugiunt; ad Ïtaliam nävigäbunt.
10. Graecï et Römänï lïberïs fäbulam narrant.

GLOSSARY

Meneläus ...................................  Menelaus (King of Sparta, husband to Helen)
Agamemnön ..............................  Agamemnon (King of Athens, brother to Menelaus)
gerunt ........................................  they wage, carry on
in equö .......................................  in the horse
cëlö, cëläre, cëlävï, cëlätum ......  to hide
in oppidum ................................  into the town
cremö, cremäre ..........................  to burn (to ashes)
Aenëas .......................................  Aeneas (son-in-law of King Priam, destined to found the Roman race)
fugiunt .......................................  they flee
ad Ïtaliam ..................................  to Italy

Culture Corner
Homer told about the Trojan 

War in the Iliad, an epic poem. A 
Roman poet who wrote about the 
Trojan War was Vergil, who wrote the 
Aeneid. Book II of the Aeneid contains the story of 
the Trojan horse. After the Greeks destroyed their city, 
Aeneas led the surviving Trojans to Italy.

The planet Venus was named for the Roman goddess 
of love and beauty. She was the mother of Aeneas, a 
prince of Troy and the hero of the Aeneid.
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Latin in Science
Most nouns in the second declension are either masculine or neuter. Just as in the first 

declension, however, there are a few gender exceptions. Interestingly, many feminine nouns of the 
second declension name trees. Trees are feminine because the Romans believed that female spirits 
called dryads inhabited trees.

These Latin words have survived the ages through the scientific classification for trees. Landscape 
architects and gardeners still use these words every day. Use a Latin dictionary to discover which trees these 
words represent. You will find that a few of the common names for trees also derive from some of these words.

quercus* iüniperus
ulmus fïcus
cyparissus prünus
laurus mälus
fraxinus alnus

*Note that quercus is not a second declension noun, but actually a fourth declension noun.

Colloquamur (Let’s Talk)

Use the following questions and responses to review the nouns in the sentences above. 
Use some “eye” Latin to figure out what the responses mean.

interrogätiö: Cüius est numerï? What number is it?
respönsum: Singuläriter est. 

Plüräliter est.

interrogätiö: Quö est cäsü? In what case is it?
respönsum: Cäsü nöminätïvö est.

Cäsü accüsätïvö est.
Cäsü datïvö est.
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Reading and Review for Chapters 1–6
ABOUT THE READINGS FOR THIS TEXTBOOK

So far, you have been reading sentences designed to reinforce vocabulary and 
grammatical structures and to serve as an introduction to the skill of reading Latin and as a preparation for 
reading stories in Latin. The purpose has not been to tell a story or illustrate any theme but rather to give 
you an easy start in reading in a language other than your own.  

From this point on, though, you will be reading stories about early Roman history. These stories are 
fascinating! We have adapted the stories you will read from the early chapters of a book called Ab Urbe 
Condita (From the Founding of the City) by Titus Lïvius, usually known in English as Livy. Some scholars 
believe that Livy had no fixed goal in mind foär his history but rather that he “toiled on till his strength 
failed him . . . giving his history to the public in parts as [he completed them].” (B. O. Foster. Livy: History 
of Rome, Books 1 –2. Cambridge, Massachusetts. Harvard University Press. 2002. xv.) 

Livy’s work is complicated Latin reading, containing many different tenses and many examples of 
complex sentences and indirect discourse. We have simplified this work for you and have primarily used the 
historical present tense. The historical present tense makes historical writing vivid by writing about the past 
using the present tense. For example, we can write “Achilles raises his mighty sword” instead of “Achilles 
raised his mighty sword” even though we are describing a past action. 

 
THE DESCENDANTS OF AENEAS
Gaylan DuBose

When Troy fell to the Greeks after ten years of fighting, Aenëas, along with his father and son, was 
among the very few Trojan leaders who escaped the burning city. He traveled over land and sea for years 
before finally arriving in Italy, the land of his destiny. Another Trojan, Antënor, had also settled in Italy. 
Aeneas eventually arrived in Latium, the area of Italy where Rome was later to stand. The area was Latium, 
the language was Latïna, and the king was Latïnus. This king had a daughter named Lävïnia, who was to 
marry a prince of a neighboring tribe, a man called Turnus; however, Aenëas married Lävïnia; and this 
marriage led to war. The son of Aenëas, Ascanius (also known as Iülus), settled at what we call Alba Longa. 
Römulus and Remus, along with the Julian clan, whose most famous member was Gäius Jülius Caesar, were 
descendants of this man. Our stories begin with Römulus and Remus. 

Unit 1 Reading
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FamiLy tree oF römuLuS

(Tatius became a joint ruler with Römulus when the Sabine and Roman tribes intermarried. Upon the death 
of Titus Tatius, Römulus became sole king. Römulus, according to legend, was taken up in a chariot by his 
father, the god Mars. He was then deified as Römulus-Quïrinus. Hersilia grieved for her missing husband so 
greatly that Jüno deified her as well. The “mother” of the Romans was then worshipped as Höra.)

Hector

Priam  
(King of Troy) Hecuba Anchïses Amäta Latïnus  

(King of Latium)
Venus 

(goddess)

Paris Creüsa

Römulus Hersilia

Titus Tatius (King of Sabines)

Jüpiter 
(King of 

gods)

Jüno 
(Queen of 

gods)

Remus

Aenëas

Numitor: Numitor received  
from his father the holdings  

of the Silvian family. 

Rhëa Silvia  
(daughter of Numitor)

Mars 
(god of war)

Amülius: Amulius drove his brother out and ruled 
there. He made his niece a Vestal Virgin so that 

she would not marry and provide Numitor with 
grandsons, male heirs.

Lävïnia

Ascanius (Iülus): Son of Aenëas and Creüsa. Sailed with his father to Italy after 
the Greeks destroyed Troy. Founder of Alba Longa.

Aenëas Silvius: son of Ascanius (or Iulus), born in the forest, hence his name Aenëas Silvius

Latïnus Silvius: colonizer of many colonies, called the Ancient Latins  
(All who later ruled at Alba Longa took his cognomen, Silvius.)

Alba Silvius

Atys Silvius

Capys Silvius

Capetus Silvius

Tiberïnus Silvius: drowned while crossing the River Albulus, and since then this river  
has the name to this day of Tiber.

Agrippa Silvius

Proca Silvius

Römulus Silvius: killed by lightning

Aventïnus Silvius: buried on the hill which still bears his name

+

+ + +

+

+

+

+
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THE BIRTH AND EARLY LIFE OF RÖMULUS AND REMUS 

chArActerS:
 Rhëa Silvia – daughter of King Numitor and mother of Römulus and Remus
 Vesta – goddess of the hearth
 Mars – god of war
 Römulus – legendary founder and first king of Rome
 Remus – Römulus’ twin brother

1.  Rhëa Silvia est fïlia rëgis. Quoque ancilla deae Vestae est. Mars Rhëam Silviam 
2. vïsitat, et mox fëmina puerös geminös parit. Pätruus Rhëae Silviae iubet servum 
3. puerös in rïvum pönere. Rïvus altus est, et puerï in terram nävigant. Lupa lïberös
4. servat. Tum servus puerös spectat et ad casam puerös portat. Servus et 
5. marïta puerös in casä cürant. 
6.  Ubï puerï sunt virï, oppidum aedificäre volunt. Römulus mürum aedificat. 
7. Römulus Remö mürum mönstrat. Remus rïdet. Römulus est ïrätus. Römulus 
8. Remum necat. Römulus oppidum aedificat. Römulus oppidum Römam appellat.
9. Nunc Römulus est rëx.

Notä Bene:
aedificäre volunt = they wish to build

GLOSSARY

rëgis ..................................................... of a king
quoque, adv. ....................................... also
vïsitö, vïsitäre ..................................... to visit
mox, adv. ............................................ soon
geminus, ï, m. ..................................... twin
pareö, parëre ...................................... to give birth to
pätruus, pätruï, m. .............................  paternal uncle (father’s brother)
Rheae Silviae ..................................... of Rhea Silvia
iubeö, iubëre ...................................... to order
in ......................................................... into
rïvus, ï, m. ........................................... river, stream 
pönere ................................................. to put, to place
altus, a, um, adj. ................................. deep
lupa, ae, f. ........................................... a female wolf
ad, preposition + accusative ............. to
casa, ae, f. ........................................... house
marïta, marïtae, f. .............................. wife
cürö, cüräre ........................................ to care for
ubi, adv. .............................................. when
mürus, mürï, m. ................................. wall
rïdeö, rïdëre ........................................ to laugh
ïrätus ................................................... angry
necö, necäre ........................................ to kill
nunc, adv. ............................................ now
appellö, appelläre ............................... to call, name
rëx, nominative, sing., m. .................. king
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Question & Answer
1.   According to this reading, besides being the daughter of a king, Rhëa Silvia was 

_______.
a. the cousin of Aenëas
b. the mother of twin boys
c. a servant of Mars
d. a goddess of a river

2. Geminös in line 2 ___.
a. means “twins”
b. is an appositive
c. is accusative
d. all of the above

3. The verb nävigant in line 3 implies that ___.
a. there was a flood
b. the babies were in something like a boat
c. the river was nearly dry
d. the babies had been thrown into the sea

4. Which family member below is not mentioned in the reading?
a. uncle on the father’s side
b. husband
c. wife
d. grandfather

5.  Which word or phrase below best characterizes the prevailing 
emotion between Römulus and Remus? 

a. brotherly love
b. jealousy and anger
c. anger followed by total remorse and loss
d. sadness followed by joy

6. What is the case of Vestae in line 1? 
a. nominative
b. dative
c. accusative
d. none of the above

7. Which of the following words serves as a direct object in line 6? 
a. casä
b. puerï
c. oppidum
d. Römulus

8. What is the function of Remö in line 7? 
a. subject
b. direct object
c. predicate nominative
d. indirect object

It is a great hope that 
someday you will take an 
Advanced Placement test 
in Latin. Preparation for 
AP tests must begin in 
the earliest stages of Latin 
and continue throughout 
your study of the language. 
These questions are of the 
type that you are likely to 
encounter on an AP test or 
the National Latin Exam at 
a higher level.
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Culture Corner: Relatives
The Romans had more words for relatives than we do and also more exact words. 

This fact probably indicates that the Romans placed more value on the extended family 
than we do in America today. Remember that familia meant everyone who lived in the 
household, even slaves.

pater – father
mäter – mother
avus – grandfather
avia – grandmother
nepös – grandson
neptis – granddaughter
pätruus – a father’s brother, a paternal uncle
amita – a father’s sister (Oddly, the Romans did not seem to use this term in the same way that we 

would use aunt, but consider the use of pätruus above. What may this tell you about Roman 
society?)

avunculus – a mother’s brother, a maternal uncle (This word means literally “little grandfather.” How 
does this term signal a different relationship between a maternal and a paternal uncle?)

mätertera – a mother’s sister, a maternal aunt (This word literally means “ma-relative-relative; mäter 
means just “ma-relative.” What might a Roman child, like one of us today, first call his mother?)

patruëlis – a cousin on the father’s side (a male or a female cousin)
cönsöbrïnus and consöbrïna – a male and female cousin, respectively, on the mother’s side
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Rëgnat populus.
The people rule.

 —Arkansas state motto

 • adjectives of 1st and 2nd 
declension
o agreement

 • irregular verb esse
o present system 

VOCABULARY 

nounS

deus, deï, m. god (deity)

flamma, flammae, f. flame (flammable, 
inflammatory)

scütum, scütï, n. shield (scutes)

signum, signï, n. sign (signal)

templum, templï, n. temple (temple, Knights 
Templar)

VerBS

creö, creäre, creävï, creätum to create, make (creation, creator)

iuvö, iuväre, iüvï, iütum to help (aid, adjutant)

optö, optäre, optävï, optätum to wish for, desire (option, opt)

saltö, saltäre, saltävï, saltätum to leap, dance

sum, esse, fuï, futürum to be (essence, future)

adjectiVeS

aëneus, aënea, aëneum bronze

bonus, bona, bonum good (bonus, bonafide)

magnus, magna, magnum big, great (magnify, magnitude)

multus, multa, multum many (multiply, multitude)
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pius, pia, pium pious, devout 
(god-fearing) (pious, piety)

sacer, sacra, sacrum sacred, holy (sacred)

tütus, tüta, tütum protected, safe

adVerBS

dum while

tum then

conjunction

quoque also

Exercise 1. Using the rules for syllabication and accent that you have learned, write out the syllables and 
accents for the vocabulary words above. Then practice pronouncing them aloud.

Section 21. Adjectives

You have now learned all the forms for nouns of the first and second declension. What’s more, you have 
also learned the forms for adjectives of the first and second declension. The word adjective comes from the 
Latin adiectus, meaning “an adding to.” Adjectives are words used to modify or describe nouns, adding 
information about the person, place, thing, or idea to which they refer. In general adjectives tell us what kind, 
which one, or how many something/someone might be.

 In English an adjective generally appears immediately before the noun that it modifies.

 The good farmer ploughs a long ditch around the wide field.

 Agricola bonus fossam circä agrum lätum longam arat.

In English it is quite apparent to us that “good” is describing the farmer and not the ditch or the field 
because of its position in the sentence. In Latin adjectives generally follow the nouns they modify. However, 
because Latin holds word order loosely you cannot always depend on an adjective appearing immediately 
after its noun. In many cases an adjective may appear before the noun it modifies in order to create emphasis. 
On other occasions it may not appear next to its noun at all, but on the other side of the sentence. This 
arrangement can be a very effective syntactical tool as in the sentence above where the long ditch (fossam 
longam) actually does surround the wide field (agrum lätum) in the words of the sentence itself. It is 
therefore dependent upon the inflected endings of the adjectives to reveal which nouns they modify.

caSe maScuLine Feminine neuter

Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural
Nom. bonus bonï bona bonae bonum bona
Gen. bonï bonörum bonae bonärum bonï bonörum
Dat. bonö bonïs bonae bonïs bonö bonïs
Acc. bonum bonös bonam bonäs bonum bona
Abl. bonö bonïs bonä bonïs bonö bonïs

Section 22. Agreement

An adjective must agree with the noun it modifies in case, number, and gender. Adjectives are therefore 
quite like the chameleon. They are able to take on any ending of the first or second declension in order 
to obtain the appropriate gender for their noun. This is why all three nominative forms are listed as the 
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dictionary entry for an adjective. In order to find the stem of an adjective look to the feminine form that 
always appears as the second entry. The masculine nominative sometimes varies, but the feminine will always 
reveal the true stem.

bonus, bon/a, bonum pulcher, pulchr/a, pulchrum

Exercise 2. Identify the stems of the adjectives longus and sacer. Then, following the example of bonus, 
decline them in all three genders.

Caveat discipulus (Let the Student Beware): Although an adjective must agree with the noun it modifies 
in case, number, and gender, it may not always match that adjective in the appearance of its ending. This 
is particularly true of the PAIN nouns discussed in chapter four. Even though they have an ending that is 
typically feminine, they are masculine and only a masculine adjective can modify them as illustrated in the 
previous sentence with agricola bonus, the good farmer.

Exercise 3. Translate the adjectives and the nouns they modify into the designated case. Take care to 
make them agree in case, number, and gender.

Example: good farmer (nominative) = agricola bonus

1. good town (nominative)
2. pious boy (genitive)
3. bronze shields (dative)
4. big temple (ablative)
5. sacred flame (accusative)
6. safe signs (nominative)
7. many poets (accusative)

Section 23. Irregular verb: esse

English has quite a few verbs whose principal parts do not follow what is considered the usual format.

Regular: Love (he) loves loved loved

Irregular: Sing (he) sings sang sung

Do (he) does did done

Be (he) is was been

The list of irregular English verbs could go on ad infïnïtum, but the most notorious of these irregularities 
is the linking verb “to be.” It is also the most common verb used. It should therefore be no surprise that the 
most common irregular verb in Latin is this same linking verb, esse (to be). The principal parts for this verb 
are indeed irregular:

sum, esse, fuï, futürum

You can form the stem for this verb in a similar manner to other verbs. Simply remove the ending -se 
from the infinitive (second principal part). The result is the irregular stem es. Add to this stem the familiar 
personal endings you have already learned and you will conjugate most of the present tense of esse—there 
are a few places where the stem changes. Can you come up with a rule for these irregularities? 
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perSon SinguLar PLuraL

1 su-m
I am

su-mus
we are

2 e-s
you are

es-tis
you (pl.) are

3 es-t
he/she/it is

su-nt
they are

Notä Bene:
• Notice that the personal endings in this chart are the same as those taught in section 2.

The stem of esse is a bit irregular. In the third person singular and the forms of the second person the 
stem is what you might expect: es (the first s in the second person singular is simply absorbed into the 
ending). In the third person plural and the forms of the first person, however, the stem changes to su-. At 
first this may seem quite strange. This linguistic change, however, is due to the sounds produced by the 
joining of the stem and the ending. The sounds produced by the letters m and n are called nasals because 
the sound is produced largely through the nasal passage. The sound produced by the stem es- followed by a 
nasal was not clearly distinguishable or pleasing to the Roman ear. Therefore, the es- changed to a su- when 
placed in front of a nasal. 

Try pronouncing these forms aloud:  esm, sum esmus, sumus esnt, sunt
Which are easier to understand?

Section 24. Present system of esse

The imperfect and future tenses of esse are also irregular. Once again the endings are the same regular 
familiar endings. Even the vowel pattern of the tense markers is the same as the regular verbs. However, we 
now see -ra- instead of -ba- in the imperfect tense and -r- instead of -b- in the future tense. 

perSon imperFect Future

Singular Plural Singular Plural

1 eram
I was

erämus
we were

erö
I will be

erimus
we will be

2 eräs
you were

erätis
you (pl.) were

eris
you will be

eritis
you (pl.) will be

3 erat
he/she/it was

erant
they were

erit
he/she/it will be

erunt
they will be
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Exercise 4. Parse each of the following verbs identifying their tense, person, and number. Then translate 
them into English.

Latin tenSe perSon numBer tranSLation

eram Imp. 1 Sing. I was 

eris

sunt

erämus

erö

est

erätis

sum

eritis

Section 25. Translating esse: predicate review

Linking verbs such as esse in Latin or “to be” in English generally link a subject with a predicate. A 
predicate nominative (from Latin praedicäre, to declare) is a noun or an adjective that renames or refers 
to the subject. The predicate nominative in Latin must always be in the nominative case. If the predicate 
nominative is an adjective, it must agree with the subject in case, number, and gender.

Predicate nominative: Vir est agricola. The man is a farmer.
Puella erit rëgïna. The girl will be a queen.

Predicate adjective: Agricola est bonus. The farmer is good.
Germänus erat ïrätus. The brother was angry.

Exercise 5. Underline the predicate nominative or predicate adjective for each sentence, then translate the 
complete predicate.

1. Agricola est bonus vir.

2. Eram pius puer.

3. Templum est sacrum quoque magnum.

4. Dum flamma ardet,* oppidum erit tütum.

5. We will be good friends.

6. The sailors are not many.

7. They were good men and also god-fearing.

*Ardet comes from ardeö, which means “to be on fire,” or “to burn.”
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Chapter Reading
NUMA POMPILIUS

Römulus ruled Rome for thirty-seven years. One day he disappeared in a 
thundercloud. The Romans believed that the gods took him to the heavens. At this time the Sabines and 
Romans had been living together under his rule. The Romans and Sabines could agree on only one man to 
take the kingship—Numa Pompilius, a Sabine. Numa was a deeply pious man. He had a great respect for the 
gods and nature. Legend says that he married a nymph named Ëgeria, who imparted to him great wisdom. 
During the forty-three-year reign of Numa Pompilius Rome knew great peace and prosperity. 

Numa Pompilius, Sabïnus, secundus rëx Römae est. Numa est vir bonus et pius. In oppidö Curës habitat. 
Römänï post mortem Römulï Numam rëgem creäre optant quod est vir optimus. Numa sïcut Römulus deïs 
pärëre optat. Sedëns in saxö, ad deös örat ünä cum augure. Iüppiter signa dat; itaque Römänï Numam 
Pompilium rëgem dëclärant. Tum Numa sacrificat.  

Numa templum Iänï aedificat. Templum fieret signum bellï. Iänuïs apertïs, Römänï bellum gerëbant; 
iänuïs clausïs, Römänï bellum nön gerëbant et päx erat. Numa quoque annum in duodecim mënsës dïvidit. 
Diës fästös et nefästös cönstituit. Sacerdötës creat. Numa quoque multa sïcut sacerdös agit. Rëx Numa 
Pompilius quoque virginës Vestälës creat. Virginës flammam sacram cürant. Dum flamma sacra ardet, Röma 
tüta erit. Nöminat duodecim virös Martï sacrös, et virï togam pictam gerunt et scütum aëneum. Virï in viïs 
cantäbant et saltäbant. Uxor Numae erat Ëgeria, nympha. Numam iuvat esse rëx bonus Römae. Numa trës et 
quädrägintä annös rëgnat.

Notä Bene:
Sedëns in saxö = Sitting on a rock, he prays to the gods along with the augur. 
Numa quoque multa sïcut sacerdös agit = Numa also does many things in the manner of a priest.

GLOSSARY 

Numa Pompilius ..................................  the second king of Rome
Sabïnus, ï, m. ........................................  Sabine
secundus, a, um, adj. ............................  second
rëx Römae ............................................  king of Rome
Curës ....................................................  Cures [the name of a town]
post mortem Romulï ............................  after the death of Römulus
rëgem, accusative, sing. .......................  king
optimus, a, um, adj. .............................  best
sïcut .......................................................  just as, like, in the manner of
päreö, pärëre, + dative object .............  to obey 
ünä cum augure ...................................  along with the augur (priest)
ad, preposition + acc. ..........................  to
Iüppiter .................................................   Jupiter, the king of the Roman gods; the counterpart  

to the Greek Zeus
itaque, conj. .........................................  and so
Iänï .......................................................   of Janus [Janus was the two-faced Roman god of doorways and 

beginnings. Our month of January is named for him.]
fieret ......................................................  would become 
bellï, genitive, sing., n ..........................  of war
iänuïs apertïs ........................................  the doors having been opened; i. e., when the doors were open
iänuïs clausïs .........................................  the doors having been closed; i. e., when the doors were closed
päx, nominative, sing., f. .....................  peace
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duodecim mënsës .................................  twelve months
diës fästös et nefästös ...........................   “good” and “bad” days [The word fäs is difficult to translate. It 

most nearly means something according to the gods’ will. Nefäs 
would be, then, something against the gods’ will.]

constituö, constituere ...........................  to establish, set up
sacerdötës, accusative plural................  priests
virginës Vestälës, accusative plural .....  Vestal virgins
cürö, äre ................................................ to care for
nöminö, nöminäre ............................... to appoint
Martï, dative of reference ...................  for Mars
toga picta ..............................................  see Culture Corner
uxor Numae .........................................  the wife of Numa
Ëgeria, ae, f. .........................................  Egeria 
nympha, ae, f. .......................................  nymph (water deity)
trës et quädrägintä annös ....................  for forty-three years

Culture Corner: The Toga Picta and the Shield
   

The toga picta was a brightly colored toga. Some sources translate picta as 
“painted” while others state that the toga was embroidered with brightly colored 
thread. Later in Roman times, a triumphant general wore the toga picta during his 
triumphal procession.

The Romans believed that the original shield fell from Heaven. They made 
eleven exact copies of it to lessen the chance of it being stolen. It was shaped “rather 
like a violin.”

Responde Latlne:
1. Quis est Numa?

2. Quälis vir est Numa?

3. Quandö optant Numam rëgem creäre?

4. Cür optant Numam rëgem creäre?

5. Quis signa dat?

6. Quid Numa aedificat? 

7. Quï flammam sacram cürant?

quis, quï = who?, quälis = what kind of?, quandö = when?, cür = why?

AnSwer in engLiSh!
1. What conditions did the doors of the temple of Janus signify? 

2. How did Numa Pompilius affect the Roman calendar? 

3. What was unique about the wife of Numa Pompilius? 
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Culture Corner: The Olympians
The Romans were polytheistic, meaning that they believed in many gods. There 

were many minor deities such as nymphs (water spirits) and dryads (tree spirits). 
The Romans referred to the major gods as the Olympians because they dwelt on top of 
Mt. Olympus in Greece. There were, at various times, seventeen different deities considered 
Olympians; however, there were never more than twelve at a time. The Greeks and Romans 
named the planets after some of the Olympians, and we still call them by those names today.

The following deities were always considered Olympians. (Their Roman counterparts are in 
parentheses.)

 Zeus (Jupiter) ....... ruler of Mt. Olympus, sky god
 Hera (Juno) .......  wife of Zeus, queen of heaven and stars, goddess of  

marriage and fidelity
 Poseidon (Neptune) ....... god of the sea, rivers, springs, floods, and earthquakes
 Ares (Mars) ....... god of war
 Hermes (Mercury) .......messenger of Zeus (Jupiter); god of thieves, travelers, and commerce
 Hephaestus (Vulcan) .......blacksmith of the gods
 Aphrodite (Venus) ....... goddess of love and beauty
 Athena (Minerva) .......  goddess of wisdom, just warfare, arts and crafts
 Apollo (Apollo) ....... god of prophecy, healing, disease, music
 Artemis (Diana) ....... goddess of the hunt

   the vAriAbLe deitieS

 Heracles (Hercules) ....... son of Zeus and strongest man ever to have lived on earth
 Hebe (Hebe) .......daughter of Zeus and Hera who waited upon the gods at Mt. Olympus
 Helios (Sol) ....... sun god
 Hestia (Vesta) ....... goddess of hearth and home 
 Demeter (Ceres) ....... goddess of grain and agriculture
 Dionysus (Bacchus) ....... god of agriculture and wine
 Hades (Pluto) ....... god of the underworld
 Persephone (Proserpina) .......daughter of Demeter, wife of Hades, queen of the underworld

•  Hestia gave up her throne to Dionysus (god of agriculture) so that she could live  
upon earth with mankind.

• Persephone spends three months of each year in the Underworld. (Others say six months.)
• Demeter stayed away from Mt. Olympus when Persephone was in the Underworld.
• Hades, though he was one of the principal Greek gods, had his home in the Underworld.
• Helios gave up his throne to Apollo.
• Hebe was either replaced by Ganymede or gave up her throne to marry Heracles, q. v.
• Heracles became an Olympian upon his death.
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Colloquamur (Let’s Talk)

The earliest Romans did not have the concept of a week; however, every ninth day was 
a market day. Later the Romans called the days of the week after the planets, which were 
named for their gods. These names influenced the days of the week as we know them today. 
Some are still called after the Roman names, others after the Norse equivalent.

Diës Sölis = Sun’s Day

Diës Lünae = Moon’s Day

Diës Martis = Mars’ Day Norse Mythology: Tyr, god of war.

Diës Mercuriï = Mercury’s Day Norse Mythology: Woden, cunning god

Diës Iovis = Iove’s Day (Jupiter) Norse Mythology: Thor, god of thunder

Diës Veneris = Venus’ Day Norse Mythology: Freya, goddess of love

Diës Saturnï = Saturn’s Day

Use your knowledge about Roman weekdays and the tenses of esse to discuss the days of the week.

Quid est hodië? What is today?

Quid erat herï? What was yesterday?

Quid erit cräs? What will be tomorrow?
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Eureka!
I found it!
 —California state motto

Uttered by the Greek mathematician, Archimedes, upon 
discovering a method determining the purity of gold.

 • second conjugation
 • perfect tense
o principal part review

VOCABULARY 

VerBS

clämö, äre, ävï, ätum to shout (clamor, exclaim)

dësïderö, äre, ävï, ätum to desire, wish (desire)

exerceö, exercëre, exercuï, exercitum to train (exercise)

habeö, habëre, habuï, habitum to have, hold; consider (habit)

moneö, monëre, monuï, monitum to warn (admonish)

necö, äre, ävï, ätum to kill

parö, äre, ävï, ätum to prepare, get ready (preparation)

terreö, terrëre, terruï, territum to scare, frighten (terrify)

videö, vidëre, vïdï, vïsum to see (video, vision)

vulnerö, äre, ävï, ätum to wound (vulnerable)

adjectiVeS

laetus, a, um happy

validus, a, um strong (validity)

vïvus, a, um living, alive (vivacious)

vulnerätus, a, um wounded

adVerBS

deinde then

mox soon
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Exercise 1. Using the rules for syllabication and accent that you have learned, write out the syllables and 
accents for the vocabulary words above. Then practice pronouncing them aloud.

Section 26. Second Conjugation

As you learned in chapter 2, a conjugation is a group of verbs that share similar patterns for their 
endings. Up until now you have learned only first conjugation verbs. Each of these verbs followed a similar 
pattern with regard to their principal parts and the manner in which you conjugate them in the various 
tenses. The first conjugation can be recognized by the infinitive which ends in -äre. This infinitive appears 
only in first conjugation verbs. 

The second conjugation has its own unique infinitive which ends in -ëre. It is the only conjugation that 
will have a long ë as part of the infinitive. You can identify the present stem of a second conjugation verb in 
the same way as the 1st conjugation. Simply drop the -re from the infinitive.

2nd principal part – re = verb stem
habë/re = habë
vidë/re = vidë

Exercise 2. Identify the stem and conjugation of each of the verbs in the vocabulary list of this section.

In order to conjugate these verbs, simply add the same tense markers and personal endings as you did for 
the first conjugation. The only difference between these two conjugations is the stem vowel ë. Notice that in 
the first person singular of the present tense, the stem vowel remains. In the first conjugation the stem vowel 
ä was absorbed by the -ö ending.

Present Tense: I see, I am seeing, I do see
stem: vidë/re + personal endings

perSon SinguLar pLuraL

1 videö vidëmus

2 vidës vidëtis

3 videt vident

Future Tense: I will see, I will be seeing
stem: vidë/re + future tense marker: -bi- + personal endings

perSon SinguLar pLuraL

1 vidëbö vidëbimus

2 vidëbis vidëbitis

3 vidëbit vidëbunt
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Imperfect Tense: I was seeing, I used to see
stem: vidë/re + imperfect tense marker: -ba- + personal endings

perSon SinguLar pLuraL

1 vidëbam vidëbämus

2 vidëbäs vidëbätis

3 vidëbat vidëbant

Exercise 3. Following the example of vidëre, conjugate the verb habëre in all three tenses of the present 
system. Include the English translations.

Exercise 4. Parse each of the following verbs identifying their tense, person, and number. Then translate 
them into English.

Latin tenSe perSon numBer tranSLation

habëbam Imp. 1 Sing. I used to have

exercet

creäbis

monëbant

optäbö

terrëtis

We leap

You (pl.) are scaring

I will warn

She shouts

They used to see

Section 27. Perfect Tense

Most Latin verbs have four principal parts; some have only three. In chapter 2 the principal parts were 
explained as follows (Section 5):

 1st person present amö – I love habeö – I have
 present infinitive amäre – to love habëre – to have
 1st person perfect (simple past) amävï – I loved habuï – I had
 past participle (supine) amätum – loved habitum – had

Up until now you have used only the first two principal parts; the first for reference, and the second to 
form the stem of the present system. The third principal part provides the stem for the tenses of the perfect 
system (perfect, pluperfect, and future perfect). In order to identify the perfect stem used to conjugate the 
various tenses of the perfect system, simply drop the final -ï from the third principal part.

 3rd principal part – ï = perfect stem
amäv/ï = amäv
habu/ï = habu
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Exercise 5. Following the examples of amäre and habëre below, identify the perfect stem for each of the 
verbs in the vocabulary list of this chapter.

The perfect tense in Latin corresponds with the simple past or past emphatic in English.

amävï = I loved, I have loved, I did love
habuï = I had, I have had, I did have

The perfect tense portrays a past action that has been completed (perfectus), whereas the imperfect tense 
(Section 11) portrays a past action that was ongoing or incomplete (imperfectus). In order to form the perfect 
tense simply add on this special set of personal endings to the perfect stem. The perfect tense is the only tense 
that uses this set of endings; therefore it should be fairly easy to identify. Even the irregular verbs such as esse 
are consistent in using this same set of endings.

perSon SinguLar pLuraL

1 habu-ï
I had

habu-imus
we had

2 habu-istï
you had

habu-istis
you (pl.) had

3 habu-it
he/she/it had

habu-ërunt
they had

Exercise 6. Following the example of habëre given above, conjugate vidëre, esse, and laböräre in the 
perfect tense.

Exercise 7. Identify the person and number of the following perfect tense verbs. Then translate. 

1. amävistis 6. I gave
2. habuimus 7. Did he shout?
3. fuëruntne? 8. We called
4. nävigävit 9. They fought 
5. parävistï 10. You (pl.) built

Exercise 8. Parse, diagram, and translate the following sentences.

1. Multï puerï pugnävërunt.

2. Puer exercëre parat.

3. Amïcus bonus sociös monëbit.

4. Socius vulnerätus nön erat laetus.

5. The happy men were shouting.

6. Did you see the great shield?

7. The girls did not want to exercise.

8. The friends have been good allies.
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Chapter Reading
THE HORÄTI¡ AND THE CÜRIÄTIÏ

When Numa Pompilius, a religious man, died, Rome for a while had no king. 
Historians call such a period between kings an interregnum. Then the people declared Tullus Hostïlius king. 
According to the historian Livy, he reigned from 672–641 BC. Hostïlius was a warlike man who, according to 
Livy, “everywhere sought excuses for stirring up war.” At this time, the Romans and the Albans were stealing 
each other’s cattle. The king at Alba was Gäius Cluilius. Both kings sent ambassadors to the other side. 
Restitution was the demand of both groups of ambassadors. When the Albans refused, the Romans declared a 
state of war. 

Soon after all this, Cluilius died and the Albans made Mettius Fufetius dictator. Tullus Hostïlius, inclined 
by nature to war and anticipating victory, was willing for the Romans to meet the Albans in battle. It was 
Tullus who, when the armies seemed stalemated over broken treaties, suggested that representatives from each 
army fight for the whole city-state. A set of triplet brothers from each group stepped forward.

Forte in amböbus oppidïs erant germänï trigeminï. Nömina Römänörum erant Horätiï, Albänörum 
Cüriätiï. Hostïlius et rëx Albänus dësïderävërunt germänös trigeminös prö amböbus oppidïs pugnäre. 
Cönsentiëbant.

Sex puerï prö virïs cucurrërunt et pugnävërunt. Albänï duös ë Römänïs mox necävërunt. Albänï laetï 
clämävërunt. Römänus vïvus parävit pugnäre Cüriätiös, singulös. Römänus cucurrit, et Albänï post eum 
cucurrërunt. Römänus ünum ex Albänïs necävit dum aliï procul fuërunt, deinde secundum. Clämävit, “Duös 
germänös Mänibus dedï; tertium . . . [Manibus] causä bellï dabö.” Cüriätius vulnerätus nön erat validus, et 
Römänus tertium germänum necävit. Höc modö, Römänï victörës fuërunt.

GLOSSARY

forte .................................................... by chance 
amböbus ............................................. both 
trigeminus, a, um, adj. ....................... triplet
nömina, nom., pl., n. ......................... names
Römänörum . . . ................................. of the Romans
Albänörum ......................................... of the Albans
rëx, nominative, sing., m. .................. king
cönsentiö, cönsentïre .......................... to consent, agree to
prö + ablative ..................................... in front of
sex, indeclinable adj. .......................... six
currö, currere, cucurrï, cursum .......... to run
duös ë + ablative ................................ two of
singulös ............................................... one at a time
post eum ............................................. after him
unum ex + ablative ............................ one of
aliï ....................................................... the others
procul, adv. ......................................... far, at a distance
secundus, a, um, adj. .......................... second
prope, prep. + ablative ....................... near
duo, dua, duo, adj. ............................. two 
Mänibus .............................................. to the Shades (spirits of the dead)
tertius, a, um, adj. .............................. third
causä bellï ........................................... for the sake of war
höc modö ............................................ in this way
victöres, nom., pl., m. ........................ victors
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Responde Latlne:
1. Quï sunt trigeminï Römänï?

2. Quï sunt trigeminï Albänï?

3. Quid rëx Albänus dësïderävit?

4. Quid sex puerï fëcërunt?

quï = who?, quid = what?, quid fëcërunt = what did they do?

AnSwer in engLiSh!

1. How did the single Roman manage to defeat the three Alban brothers?

2. What did the Roman mean by the phrase “I give the brothers to the Shades?”

3. Who won the war as a result of the battle between the Horatii and the Curiatii? 

Colloquamur (Let’s Talk)

Use the following questions and responses to review the parsing exercise above. Use some 
“eye” Latin to figure out what the responses mean.

interrogätiö: Cüius est numerï? What number is it?

respönsum: Singuläriter est.

Plüräliter est.

interrogätiö: Cüius est persönae? What person is it?

respönsum: Est prïmae persönae.

Est secundae persönae.

Est tertiae persönae.

interrogätiö: Cüius est temporis? What tense (time) is it?

respönsum: Est praesentis.

Est imperfectï.

Est futürï.

Est perfectï.
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Derivative Detective
More than 60% of our English vocabulary derives from Latin. Often these are the more 

elevated words in our dictionary. Knowing Latin and being familiar with its vocabulary will 
enable you to decipher the meaning of some pretty fancy speech. The two rules for detecting 
derivatives are 1) it must look similar to the Latin verb it derives from, and 2) it must have a 
meaning related to the Latin origin.

The following is a list of English words that derive from the Latin verbs in this chapter’s vocabulary 
list. Figure out which verb each one derives from and make an educated guess as to its meaning. Then 
look up the word in an English dictionary and compose a sentence for each one.

terrific internecine
evident premonition
provide parry
exhibit deter
desideratum revise

For Discussion:
How are the meanings of 
these derivatives related to 
their Latin origin? 
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Nïl Sine Nümine
Nothing Without God’s Will

—Colorado state motto

This phrase was drawn from Vergil’s Aeneid,  
Book II, line 777. The Latin reads:  

. . . nön haec sine nümine devum ëveniunt.

 • ablative case, uses without 
prepositions (by, with, from)
o means/instrument
o manner
o separation

VOCABULARY 

nounS

arma, armörum, n. pl. weapons, arms (armor, arms)

carrus, carrï, m. wagon, cart, chariot (cart)

cöpiae, cöpiärum, f. pl. troops (copious)

frümentum, frümentï, n. grain

gaudium, gaudiï, n. joy

grätia, grätiae, f. thanks, gratitude (gratitude, grateful)

rëgia, rëgiae, f. palace (regal)

studium, studiï, n. zeal, eagerness (studious)

VerBS

careö, carëre, caruï, caritürum  
(+ abl. of separation)

to be without, to be deprived of, 
want, lack; be free from

lïberö, lïberäre, lïberävï, lïberätum to free (liberate)

lüdificö, lüdificäre, lüdificävï, lüdificätum to fool (ludicrous)

prohibeö, prohibëre, prohibuï, prohibitum to keep (back), prevent (prohibit)

adjectiVeS

mortuus, a, um dead (mortuary)

optimus, a, um best (optimum)

adVerBS

nunc now

ubï when
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Exercise 1. Using the rules for syllabication and accent that you have learned, write out the syllables and 
accents for the vocabulary words above. Then practice pronouncing them aloud.

Section 28. The Ablative Case
 

The ablative case is generally easy to recognize when reading Latin. The singular form always consists 
of a single vowel, often long. The plural form is either -ïs (as in the first and second declensions) or -ibus.  
While easy to recognize, this case sometimes proves more difficult to translate, for it may take on a wide 
variety of meanings. However, the use of the English prepositions “by, with, from” will often take care of the 
more common uses:

1. means / instrument
This construction indicates the “thing” by or with which something is accomplished. The Romans never 

used this construction for a person or animal. Using the phrase by means of is often a good way to recognize 
this construction.

Armïs pugnant. They fight with weapons.

Carrö frümentum portävit. He carried the grain by (means of a) cart.

2. manner
This construction expresses the manner or the attitude with which something was accomplished. When 

an adjective is included in this construction a Latin preposition is not needed.

Magnä Gratiä örämus. We pray with great gratitude.
Multö Gaudiö clämat. He shouts with much joy.

3. separation
This construction expresses that some person or thing is separated from another. The ablative of 

separation is commonly used with certain verbs meaning “to free,” “to lack,” and “to deprive.”

Oppidö cöpiäs prohibuit. He kept the troops from the town.
Agrï frümentïs carent. The fields are lacking grain.

 Exercise 2. Identify examples of separation, manner, and means in the reading below.  
Do not translate.

Ancus Marcius
The fourth king of Rome was Ancus Marcius, the grandson of Numa Pompilius. Like 

his grandfather, Ancus Marcius loved peace and ruled with great piety. Since Marcius was 
such a peaceful ruler, the neighboring tribe called the Latins began to plunder the country 
around Rome. The peaceful king immediately took his place at the head of the Roman army 
to defend his people from the Latins. The Romans fought with great valor and overcame the 
Latin tribe by the sword. The king took the prisoners with him back to Rome and allowed them to settle on 
the Aventine Hill.

Up until this time those who broke the law were banished from the city. Ancus Marcius built the first 
prison under the Capitoline Hill, known today as the Mamertine. It has only two rooms: one above and one 
below. You could reach the lower room only by a small opening in the floor. The prisoners remained in the 
lower room and their guard in the upper. It is thought that the Apostle Paul was kept prisoner here while he 
awaited trial in Rome. 
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In order to protect Rome from other enemies, Ancus Marcius built the first bridge across the Tiber 
called the Pöns Sublicius. The bridge joined Rome to the Jäniculum Hill. This bridge was built with wooden 
beams placed loosely together so that it might be taken apart quickly if an enemy were to attack. Märcus also 
sought to protect the Romans’ ability to trade by a secure route to the sea. He fought the tribes who lived 
between Rome and the sea, and took their lands from them. He then founded the port city of Ostia, which 
remained an important port of trade for Rome for centuries to come.

Exercise 3. Identify the case and function of the underlined words and phrases. Then translate the 
sentences into English.

1. Lüdificatne rëgïna fïliös?

2. Virös bonös armïs necant.

3. Oppidum frümentum cöpiïs dedit.

4. Cöpiae malum virum rëgiä prohibent.

5. Aedificäbant templum Diänae.

6. Agricolam vir malus necävit.

7. Sociï pätriae pugnävërunt magnö studiö. 

Exercise 4.  Diagram the following English sentences, and then parse each word. Take care to identify the 
new ablative phrases you have learned. Then translate into Latin.

1. The farmer was without a wagon.

2. The troops will fight with arms.

3. We sing with thanks to God.

4. God will free men from evil.

5. Did the farmer train the horse with a cart?

6. He will build a temple with great joy.

Chapter Reading
SERVIUS TULLIUS: THE SIXTH KING OF ROME
chArActerS:
 Servius Tullius – Sixth king of Rome
 Tarquinius Priscus – Fifth king of Rome
 Tanaquil – wife of Tarquinius Priscus, queen of Rome
 Tarquinius Superbus – son of Tarquinius Priscus, son-in-law of Servius Tullius

 
Servius Tullius est rëx Römae sextus. Servius est probäbiliter vir Latïnus, nön Ëtruscus. Probäbiliter nön 

est fïlius servae. Aedificat templum Diänae in monte Aventïnö magnö gaudiö.  
Ubï Tarquinius Priscus, quïntus rëx Römae, periit, rëgïna Tanaquil negat rëgem mortuum esse. Höc 

modö Tanaquil fïliös Tarquiniï lüdificat. Fïliös Tarquiniï rëgiä prohibet. Servius, nön fïlius Tarquiniï, est rëx 
post Tarquinium Priscum. 

Post multös annös fïliï Tarquiniï habent uxörës, fïliäs Serviï Tulli. Ünus ë fïliïs bonus est, ünus malus. 
Üna ë fïliäbus Tulli bona est, üna mala. Duo malï duös bonös armïs necant. Tum, malus fïlius malam fïliam 
in mätrimönium dücit. Servium Tullium vir malus necat, et fïlia Serviï, fëmina mala, carrö super corpus agit. 
Tarquinius malus nunc rëx est.
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Notä Bene:
negat rëgem mortuum esse = denies that the king is dead
This is an advanced construction called indirect statement. You will learn about indirect statement 

later on. Briefly, an indirect statement tells what someone says without using a direct quotation. In English 
indirect statements often, but not always, begin with that. This indirect statement, then, may be translated as 
“[denies] that the king has died.” Negat (denies) is not part of the indirect statement.

Direct Statement: [She] says, “The king has not died.”
Indirect Statement: She denies that the king has died.

uxörës, fïliäs Servï Tulliï =  wives, the daughters of Servius Tullius (The daughters of Servius Tullius 
married the sons of Tarquinius Priscus.)

Üna ë fïliäbus Tarquinï = One of the daughters of Tarquin
in mätrimönium dücit = marries; literally, “leads into matrimony”

GLOSSARY

rëx Römae ....................................  king of Rome
sextus, a, um, adj. .........................  sixth
probäbiliter, adv. ..........................  probably
Ëtruscus, a, um,adj. ......................  Etruscan
servae, genitive, sing., f. ..............  of a slave woman
in monte Aventïnö .......................  on the Aventine Hill
quïntus, a, um, adj. ......................  fifth
periit ..............................................  died
höc modö ......................................  in this way
Tarquiniï, genitive, sing., nom. ...  of Tarquinius
uxor, nom., sing., fem. .................  wife
uxörës, fïliäs Serviï Tulliï .............   [The daughters of Servius Tullius married the sons of  

Tarquinius Priscus.]
ünus, a, um, numerical adj. .........  one
ë fïliïs .............................................  out of the sons; hence, “one of the sons”
e fïliäbus .......................................  of the daughters
duo, dua, duo ...............................  numerical adj. two
Serviï, genitive, sing., m. .............  of Servius
super corpus ..................................  over or above the body
agö, agere .....................................  to drive

Responde Latlne:
1. Quis est sextus rëx Römae?

2. Cuï templum in monte rëx aedificat?

3. Quälis vir Servium Tullium necat?

4. Quis est rëx post Servium Tullium?

5. Lüdificäbatne Tanaquil fïliös Tarquiniï?
(Hint: See Colloquämur in chapter 2 for an answer to this question.)

quis = who?, cuï = for whom?, quälis = what kind of?
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Colloquamur (Let’s Talk)

Use the following questions and responses to review the nouns in the sentences above. 
Use some “eye” Latin to figure out what the responses mean.

interrogätiö: Cüius est numerï? What number is it?
respönsum: Singuläriter est.

Plüräliter est.

interrogätiö: Quö est cäsü? In what case is it?
respönsum: Cäsü nöminätïvö est.

Cäsü accüsätïvö est.
Cäsü datïvö est.
Cäsü ablätïvö est.

Culture Corner
The latter Kings of Rome were actually from the neighboring Etruscan tribe. The 

Romans adopted many Etruscan traditions including the fascës, a symbol of the power 
and authority of the king. After the Romans expelled their last king, other leaders and 
magistrates continued to use the traditional symbol. Lictors, special attendants, would often 
carry it before them in processions.

The axe symbolizes the power of the king or state. It is bound to a bundle of rods, which symbolizes 
strength through the unity of many (ë plüribus ünum). The binding of the rods is also meant to symbolize 
the restraint that must be exercised with the power of authority. The king, or later magistrate, might have his 
lictor unbind the rods to warn offenders that restraint was nearing an end.

You can see the fascës today in many places across the United States of America. Colorado has placed 
this symbol in the middle of its seal. The fascës appear on the Lincoln Memorial in Washington D.C., as well 
as President Lincoln’s memorial at Gettysburg. The fascës are present in the chambers of both the U.S. Senate 
and the House of Representatives. A Roman Centurion holding the fascës adorns the front edifice of the 
Supreme Court. Why do you think these are appropriate places for this classical symbol?
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Reading and Review for Chapters 7–9
part one

THE PATHS TO KINGSHIP
Gaylan DuBose

During the reign of Ancus Marcius, the fourth king at Rome, an Etruscan named Lucumo came to Rome 
to live. This Lucumo was the son of Demaratus of Corinth (a Greek city), and because of his parentage, he 
had little or no hope in gaining prominence among the Etruscans. Demaratus had two sons, Lucumo and 
Arruns. Only Lucumo survived his father. Demaratus died not knowing that he was to be a grandfather; 
and so he made no provisions in his will for any grandchildren. Therefore, when a grandson was born to 
the widow of Arruns, he received the name of Egerius. (This name derives from egëre—to be in need—and 
we could interpret it as something like “Penniless.”) Lucumo was then heir to the whole estate of his father 
Demaratus.

The wealthy Lucumo married Tanaquil, “a woman of the most exalted birth, and not of a character 
lightly to endure a humbler rank . . . ,” according to Livy. Tanaquil had the idea of moving out of Etruscan 
territory and into Rome. When the pair arrived at the Janiculum and were sitting in their covered wagon, an 
eagle descended and took Lucumo’s cap from his head. The eagle rose noisily with the cap in its beak and 
then descended and placed the cap back on Lucumo’s head. Tanaquil interpreted this omen to mean that 
Lucumo was the subject of divine approval. In Rome, Lucumo assumed the name of Lucius Tarquinius or, as 
Livy assumed, Lucius Tarquinius Priscus. As Lucius Tarquinius he became involved in the politics of Rome 
and even advised King Ancus.

King Ancus ruled for twenty-four years. Lucius Tarquinius had the king’s two grown sons sent out of 
town on a hunting trip, and he successfully campaigned for the kingship. He was the first man to seek rule at 
Rome actively. Lucius Tarquinius Priscus led the Romans through much warfare.

Near the end of one war, there was living in the king’s house a child named Servius Tullius. As this 
boy lay sleeping, his head burst into flames in the sight of many. Even the king and queen rushed to see 
this portent. When a servant tried to put out the flames, Queen Tanaquil insisted that the boy be allowed 
to remain asleep and that the flames not be doused. When Servius awoke on his own, the flames went out. 
Tanaquil interpreted this omen to mean that Servius would one day be a protector to her and Lucius’s royal 
house. From that moment, Tanaquil began to look upon Servius Tullius as a son.

Lucius Tarquinius Priscus ruled about thirty-eight years. By the end of his reign, nearly everyone in 
Rome held Servius Tullius in high regard. The sons of the late King Ancus Marcius resented the reign of 
Lucius and the influence and popularity of Servius Tullius. These sons arranged the murder of Lucius 
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Tarquinius Priscus. There was an uproar among the witnesses of the axe murder; Tanaquil ordered the palace 
to be closed off. She ordered all the witnesses ejected. She summoned Servius Tullius and told him that 
he alone deserved to succeed Lucius Tarquinius. Tanaquil announced to the people that Lucius was badly 
wounded but not dead. She ordered the people to obey the commands of Servius Tullius while the king 
recovered, and Servius did render some judgments. When the authorities arrested the agents of murder hired 
by Ancus’s sons, the sons went into voluntary exile. 

part two

THE REIGN AND DEATH OF SERVIUS TULLIUS

Servius Tullius knew that he must solidify and protect his power; therefore, he married his two daughters 
to Lucius and Arruns Tarquinius, the sons of Tarquinius Priscus. Lucius was of violent temper and great 
ambition; Arruns was of peaceful temper and little ambition. One daughter of Tullius was gentle; one was 
ruthless and ambitious. Each young man was married to the young woman opposite him in temperament. 
The headstrong Tullia turned from her gentle husband to his brother. She also despised her gentle sister. The 
spouses of the ruthless ones died suspiciously and close together, and the ruthless ones married. Tullia looked 
forward to another crime. She goaded her husband into action. 

Lucius Tarquinius went about and drummed up support especially among the lesser families. He gave 
gifts. He bribed. When he judged the time right, he surrounded himself with armed men and sat down upon 
the throne, summoning all to come to see King Tarquinius at the senate house. While Lucius addressed the 
people, Servius Tullius came and challenged the man sitting upon the throne. Lucius, enraged and perhaps 
desperate, grabbed his father-in-law and threw him down the steps of the senate house. Stunned, the king 
tried to get home; but the henchmen of Lucius Tarquinius killed him on the way there. 

Assured that her father was dead, Tullia drove to the senate house to be the first to greet her husband 
as king. On her way back home, seeing the corpse of her father, she drove her chariot over it. This action 
contaminated and defiled this already evil woman. It is said that bits of her father’s flesh clung to the wheels 
of the chariot. Servius Tullius had ruled forty-four years. Then the tyrant Lucius Tarquinius, who afterwards 
received the name Superbus, ruled Rome.

part three

EXPULSION OF THE TYRANT

chArActerS:
 Tarquinius Superbus  –  last king of Rome, who murdered his father-in-law  

Servius Tullius in order to be king. His character  
earned him the cognomen Superbus, “proud.”

 Sextus Tarquinius  – son of Tarquinius Superbus
 Tarquinius Collätïnus  – Roman nobleman
 Lücrëtia  – virtuous wife of Tarquinius Collatinus
 Lücius Iünius Brütus  – Roman nobleman, friend to Tarquinius Collatinus
 Lars Porsenna  – king of the Etruscans, ally to Tarquinius Priscus
 Mamilius Octävius  – son-in-law to Tarquinius Superbus
 Castor & Pollux  – deified twin brothers

POST ULTIMUM TYRANNUM: tarquinium SuperBum

1.      Ultimus tyrannus Römae erat Tarquinius Superbus. Quod fïlius tyrannï, Sextus 
2. Tarquinius, fëminae bonae, Lücrëtiae, nocuit, Römänï ïrätï tyrannum cum familiä ex 
3. oppidö armïs expulërunt. Römänï Sextum Gabiï necävërunt, sed pater et germänï Sextï 
4. fügërunt ad alium oppidum. Duo virï, Brütus et Collätïnus, erant nunc cönsulës. 
5.     Tarquinius Superbus oppugnävit Römänös prope Silvam Arsiam. Pugna minimë
6. significäns erat. Tarquinius, igitur, appropinquävit Larem Porsennam, rëgem Clüsiö. 
7. Porsenna tyrannum adiuväbat. Römam nön cëpërunt Tarquinius Superbus et Lars 
8. Porsenna. Horätius, Mücius, et Cloelia, iuvenës Römänï, Römam serväre adiuvërunt. 
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9.      Quod Römänï Ëtruscös ex oppidö expulërunt, populï aliï in Ïtaliä expellere Etruscös 
10. temptäbant. Fortüna erat bona: Etruscös ex oppidïs expulërunt. Quä dë causä populï 
11. quï in Italiä habitäbant erant validï. 
12.      Tarquinius Superbus, tamen, etiam vïvit! Fügit tyrannus ad Mamilium Octävium. 
13. Mamilius erat marïtus fïliae tyrannï. Etruscï cum Tarquiniö et Mamiliö prope Lacum 
14. Rëgillum magnö studiö pugnävërunt. Latïnï adiuväbant Etruscös in pugnä. Römänï 
15. superävërunt. Castor et Pollux, deï, Römänös ad Rëgillum adiüvërunt. Paucös annös 
16. post Tarquinius Superbus mortuus erat. Post Tarquinium Superbum, ultimum 
17. tyrannum Römae, Römänï propter scelera semper verbum “tyrannus” aut “rëx” 
18. dëplöravërunt; et numquam iterum erat rëx Römae. 

Notä Bene:
Quä dë causä = for this reason

GLOSSARY

post, prep. + acc. .....................................................after
ultimus, a, um, adj. .................................................last
tyrannus, ï, m. ......................................................... Use your “eye” Latin to decipher the meaning  

of this word.
noceö, nocëre, nocuï, nocitum, (+ dat. object) ......to harm
cum, prep. + abl. .....................................................with
ex, prep. + abl. ........................................................out of, from
expellö, expellere, expulï, expulsum .......................to drive out, expel
Gabiï ........................................................................at Gabia (town)
pater, nom., sing., m. ..............................................father
fugiö, fugere, fügï, fugitum ....................................to flee
ad, prep. + acc. ........................................................to, toward
alius, a, ud, adj. .......................................................other
duo, numerical adj. .................................................two
cönsulës, nom., pl., m. ............................................consuls (highest elected official)
prope, prep. + acc. ...................................................near
minimë, adv. ............................................................least
significäns ................................................................significant
igitur, adv. ...............................................................therefore
appropinquö, äre, ävï, ätum ...................................to approach
Clüsiö .......................................................................at Clusium
capiö, capere, cëpï, captum .....................................to seize
iuvenës, nom., pl., m./f. .........................................youth, young people
temptö, äre, ävï, ätum ............................................to try
fortüna, ae, f. ...........................................................fortune
populï, nom., pl. ......................................................peoples
quï ............................................................................who
tamen, conj. ............................................................nevertheless
etiam, adv. ...............................................................also
vïvö, vïvere, vixï, victum .......................................to live
superö, äre, ävï, ätum .............................................to overcome
fïliae tyrannï, genitive ............................................of the tyrant’s daughter
paucös annös ............................................................a few years (accusative of time)
propter, prep. + acc. ................................................on account of, because of
scelera, acc., pl., n. ..................................................wicked deeds, crimes
semper, adv. .............................................................always
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verbum, ï, n. ............................................................word
dëplörö, äre, ävï, ätum ...........................................to deplore
numquam iterum ....................................................never again

Question & Answer
1. According to line 1, ___.

a. the first king of Rome was Tarquinius Superbus
b. Superbus was the son of the first king of Rome
c. Superbus was the son of the last king of Rome
d. Superbus was the last king of Rome

 2.  The writer has characterized Lucretia as ___.
a. angry
b. stoic
c. good
d. queenly

 3. According to lines 3 and 4, ___.
a. the Romans killed Sextus and Superbus
b. the Romans killed Sextus but Superbus fled to Gabium
c. the Romans killed Sextus but Superbus fled someplace else
d. the Romans killed Superbus but Sextus fled somewhere else

 4. What event in the reading took place in or near a forest?
a. the death of Superbus
b. a major battle
c. an indecisive battle
d. the utter defeat of the Etruscans

5. Which one of the following was important in saving Rome at the time of the story?
a. Sextus
b. Porsenna
c. Mamilius
d. Horätius

6.  What was a result of the Romans’ actions regarding the Etruscans upon other peoples of Italy, 
according to lines 10 and 11?

a. The other peoples fell totally under Roman rule.
b. The other peoples became strong.
c. The other peoples did not try to throw off Etruscan rule.
d. The other peoples tried to follow the Romans’ example but were unsuccessful.

 
 7. What relation was Mamilius to Tarquinius Superbus?

a. Mamilius was the brother of Tarquinius.
b. Mamilius was the son-in-law of Tarquinius.
c. Mamilius was the cousin of Tarquinius.
d. Mamilius was the son of Tarquinius.

 8. Who are the gods mentioned in the reading?
a. Cloelia and Horätius

It is a great hope that 
someday you will take an 
Advanced Placement (AP) test in 
Latin. Preparation for AP tests 
must begin in the earliest stages 
of Latin and continue throughout 
your study of the language. These 
questions are of the type that you 
are likely to encounter on an AP 
test or the National Latin Exam 
at a higher level.
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b. Mücius and Horätius
c. Castor and Pollux
d. Mucius and Cloelia

9. What line in the reading tells of Tarquinius’ seeking help from the king of Clüsium?
a. line 6
b. line 15
c. line 12
d. line 6

10. According to the reading, Lücius Tarquinius Superbus ___.
a. died at the hands of Brütus
b. turned against Lars Porsenna
c. died at the Battle of Lake Rëgillus
d. died a few years after the Battle of Lake Rëgillus

11. Armïs in line 3 is ___.
a. dative indirect object
b. dative of interest
c. ablative of means or instrument
d. ablative of manner

12. What is the tense of erant in line 4?
a. present
b. future
c. perfect
d. imperfect

13. What is the use of bona in line 10?
a. subject
b. predicate nominative
c. predicate adjective
d. direct object

14. What word in lines 15–18 is not in the perfect tense?
a. erat
b. adiüvërunt
c. dëplörävërunt

15. In what line is there an ablative of manner?
a. line 14
b. line 12
c. line 15
d. line 18

16. What word in this story is a synonym for rex?
a. consulës
b. tyrannus
c. ultimus
d. marïtus

For Discussion:
How was the expulsion of 

the Tarquins by Rome similar 
to the rejection of the British 
Monarchy by America during 
the Revolutionary War?
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Quï tränstulit sustinet.
He who transplants sustains.

—Connecticut state motto

This motto is inspired by Psalms 79:9 
 of the Latin Vulgate Version of the Bible: 

“dë Aegyptö tränstulistï, ejëcistï gentës et plantästï eam.”

 • third declension nouns: all genders

VOCABULARY 

NouNs

aqua, ae, f water (aquatic)

corpus, corporis, n. body (corporal)

caput, capitis, n. head (capital, chapter)

ferrum, ferrï, n. iron; sword (ferric)

iter, itineris, n. journey (itinerary, itinerate)

iuvenis, iuvenis, m./f. youth, young man (juvenile)

mäter, mätris, f. mother (maternal, maternity)

pater, patris, m. father (paternal, paternity)

rëx, rëgis, m. king (regent)

rïpa, ae, f. river bank, shore (riparian)

rïvus, ï, m. brook, small stream (rival)

uxor, uxöris, f. wife (uxorious)

tyrannus, ï, m. king, tyrant (tyranny)

Verbs

dëleö, dëlëre, dëlëvï, dëlëtum to destroy (delete)

natö, äre, ävï, ätum to swim (natatorium)

servö, äre, ävï, ätum to guard, save (preserve)

temptö, äre, ävï, ätum to try, attempt (tempt)

timeö, timëre, timuï to be afraid, fear (timid, timidity)

AdjectiVes

timidus, a, um afraid (timid, timidity)

AdVerbs

etiam also, even
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Exercise 1. Using the rules for syllabication and accent that you have learned, write out the syllables 
and accents for the vocabulary words above. Then practice 
pronouncing them aloud.

sectioN 29. third decleNsioN: MAsculiNe ANd FeMiNiNe

The majority of Latin nouns fall into the third declension. 
The nouns of the third declension can be a little deceptive. The 
nominative singular has a wide range of endings; for this reason 
grammar charts often use a symbol to represent this variable 
nominative ending. However, you can always recognize a third 
declension noun by the genitive singular that consistently ends in 
-is. So, once again it becomes increasingly important to memorize 
the genitive singular of each noun along with the nominative 
singular.

Exercise 2. Identify the stem and declension for each noun in 
the vocabulary list.

 Example: rëx, rëgis = rëg, third declension

The gender for most nouns in the first two declensions is 
fairly easy to discern. Most first declension nouns are feminine 
and end in -a. Most second declension nouns are masculine, 
ending in -us , or neuter, ending in  -um. The third declension, 
however, has all three genders, and the nominative endings are not unique for each gender. So, the only way 
to be certain of a noun’s gender is to memorize it. The masculine and feminine nouns share the exact same set 
of endings.

eNdiNgs MAsculiNe FeMiNiNe

case sing. plural sing. plural sing. plural

Nominative * -ës rëx rëgës uxor uxörës

Genitive -is -um rëgis rëgum uxöris uxörum

Dative -ï -ibus rëgï rëgibus uxörï uxöribus

Accusative -em -ës rëgem rëgës uxörem uxörës

Ablative -e -ibus rëge rëgibus uxöre uxöribus

Exercise 3. Following the examples of rëx and uxor, decline the nouns iuvenis and mäter.

sectioN 30. third decleNsioN: Neuter

The third declension contains many neuter nouns as well. For the most part, the neuter endings are the 
same as those for the masculine and feminine. However, the third declension still follows the same neuter rule 
that applies to second declension nouns (Section 19). The neuter rule: the neuter nominative and accusative 
endings are always the same, AND the nominative and accusative plural always end with a short a.
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endingS neuter

cASe Sing. PLurAL Sing. PLurAL

Nominative * -a iter itinera

Genitive -is -um itineris itinerum

Dative -ï -ibus itinerï itineribus

Accusative * -a iter itinera

Ablative -e -ibus itinere itineribus

Exercise 4. Following the example of iter, decline the noun corpus, corporis.

Exercise 5. Parse the following nouns identifying their case, number, and gender. Where the answer is 
ambiguous, provide all possible forms.

 Example: urbe = ablative, singular, feminine

1. rëgis 
2. mätrï
3. itinera
4. armïs
5. iuvenës
6. patribus
7. corporum

Exercise 6. Parse and diagram the following sentences, then translate.

1. Tyrannus virös rïvö prohibëre temptäbat. 

2. Cöpiae ferrö templum dëlëbunt.

3. Rëgem iuvenës nön timent.

4. Oppidum oppugnäre temptäbant.

5. Pater dedit virö agrum.

Chapter Reading
HORATIUS AT THE BRIDGE

In bellö cum Ëtruscïs postquam Römänï expulërunt tyrannum et sociös, erat 
iuvenis validus nömine Horätius Cöcles. Ëtruscï erant träns Tiberim rïvum et Römam oppugnäre temptäbant. 
Horätius illä dië pontem Sublicium dëfendëbat, pontem lignö aedificätum. Multï Römänï timëbant, sed 
nön Horätius. Römänï timidï träns agrös ad oppidum fügërunt. Hostës currentës dë monte Iäniculö vïdit 
Horätius. Römänï etiam arma dëiëcërunt et ex agrïs cucurrërunt. 

Horätius virös fugientës prohibëre temptäbat. Deös örävit Horätius. Horätius dïxit, “Ferrö, igne, aliö 
ïnstrümentö pontem dëlëte! Pontem corpore meö serväbö.” Tum ambulävit sölus ad pontem. Hostës tantam 
audäciam nön crëdidërunt! Duo Römänï ad pontem cucurrërunt; sed, brevï tempore, Horätius eös dïmïsit. 
Horätius tum cum Ëtruscïs sölus pugnävit. Horätius firmus conträ multös hostës stetit. Postrëmö Römänï 
pontem dëlëvërunt. Horätius clämävit, “Pater Tiberïne, ad të örö. Më et arma mea in rïvum tuum accipe!” In 
aquam së iëcit et tütus ad rïpam prope Römam natävit. Römänï habuërunt grätiam Horätiö erant: dedërunt 
virö agrum!
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Notä Bene:
Hostës currentës dë monte Iäniculö = the enemy running down from the Janiculum Hill (hill near the Tiber River)
tantae audäciae nön crëdidërunt! = they did not believe such bravery!
in aquam së iëcit = he threw himself into the water

GLOSSARY 

cum, prep. + abl. ............................................  with
Ëtruscï, örum, m. pl. ......................................  the Etruscans
postquam ........................................................  after
expellö, expellere, expulï, expulsum ..............  to drive out, expel
nömine ............................................................  by the name of, called
Horätius Cöcles .............................................  Horatius Cocles, Roman hero
träns, prep. + acc. ..........................................  across
Tiberim ...........................................................  Tiber
illä dië .............................................................  that day, on that day (ablative of time)
dëfendö, dëfendere, dëfendï, dëfensum .......  to defend
pöns, pontis, m. ...............................................  bridge
Sublicius, ï, m. ................................................   A famous bridge built under the reign of  

King Numa Pompilius.
lignö aedificätum ...........................................  built of wood (ablative of material)
träns ................................................................  across
ad, prep. + acc. ...............................................  to, toward; at, near
fugiö, fugere, fügï, fugitum ...........................  to flee
dëiciö, dëicere, dëiëcï, dëiectum ....................  they threw down
currö, currere, cucurrï, cursum ......................  to run
fugientës, nom., pl., participle ......................  running
ignis, ignis, m. .................................................  fire
alius, a, ud, adj. ..............................................  other
ïnstrümentum, ï, n. ........................................  tool, instrument
dëlëte ..............................................................  destroy! (this is a plural command.)
meus, a, um, adj. ............................................  my
sölus, a, um, adj. .............................................  alone
hostis, hostis, m. .............................................  enemy
tantae audäciae ..............................................  such bravery
crëdö, crëdere, crëdidï, crëditum, + dat. .......  to believe
duo, dua, duo, numerical adj. .......................  two
brevï tempore .................................................  in a short time
dïmittö, dïmittere, dïmïsï, dïmissum ............  to send away
eös, acc., pl. .....................................................  them
firmus, a, um, adj. ..........................................  firm, solid
conträ, prep. + acc. ........................................  against
stetit ................................................................  he stood
postrëmö, adv. ................................................  finally
të, acc., sing. ...................................................  you
accipe ..............................................................  receive! (this is a singular command.)
tuus, a, um, adj. ..............................................  your
prope, prep. + acc. ..........................................  near
grätus, a, um, adj. ..........................................  grateful
vir ....................................................................  best translated here as “hero”
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Notä Bene

1. Ablative of Time
This construction tells when something happened or within 

what time something happened. In the reading, what two Latin 
words tell within what time something happened?

2. Special Verbs that Govern the Dative
A few special verbs govern, or take, their objects in the dative. 

Such a verb in this reading is crëdö – believe. Generally, though 
there may be other Latin verbs not listed here, the Latin words 
with the meanings of the English words in the list below govern 
the dative.

please threaten

displease pardon

obey spare

command trust

serve believe

resist favor

envy

3. The adjective tütus means “safe”; however, it is often best to 
translate a Latin adjective used the way tütus is here as an adverb.

Responde Latlne!
1.  Quandö erat bellum inter (between) Ëtruscös 

et Römänös?

2. Quid Ëtruscï temptäbant?

3. Quis dëfendëbat pontem lignö factam (made)?

4. Quis conträ hostës Ëtruscös stetit firmus?

5. Quö së iëcit Horätius?

quandö = when?, quid = what?, quis = who?, quö = to where?

Challenge Box 
Many of you—we hope all—

will someday take an Advanced 
Placement test in Latin; and all of 
you we hope, will be taking the 
National Latin Exam on an upper 
level. The items below illustrate 
some of the types of 
items you will need 
to know about for 
those advanced tests.

1. “Ferrö, igne, 
aliö instrumentö,” 
you will notice, has no 
conjunctions. This lack 
of connectors is called asyndeton. 
You will see it many times in Latin 
literature. What kind of sense do you 
think it gives to the sentence?

2. In the sentence beginning with 
Horätius in the second line of the 
passage, you may notice the unusual 
word order pontem Sublicium, 
pontem ligneä aedificätum. This 
phrase has the order of noun – 
adjective – noun – adjective (phrase). 
This ABAB pattern is synchysis, 
sometimes called interlocking word 
order. This device, since English is 
not an inflected language, is not one 
we often see in our own poetry. 
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Colloquamur (Let’s Talk)

Use the following questions and responses to review the nouns in the sentences above. 
Use some “eye” Latin to figure out what the responses mean.

interrogätiö: Cüius est numerï? What number is it?
respönsum: Singuläriter est.

Plüräliter est.

interrogätiö: Quö est cäsü? In what case is it?
respönsum: Cäsü nöminätïvö est.

Cäsü accüsätïvö est.
Cäsü datïvö est.
Cäsü ablätïvö est.

interrogätiö: Cüius est generis? What gender is it?
respönsum: Est virïlis.

Est muliebris.
Est neuträlis.
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Estö Perpetua!
May thou endure forever!

 —Idaho state motto

The dying apostrophe of Paolo Sarpi, church reformer  
and author of the History of the Council of Trent,  

in speaking of his beloved Venice.

 • third conjugation
o present tense

 • object prepositions
o ablative

 • accompaniment
 • manner
 • place
 • separation

o accusative
 • place

VOCABULARY 
PArt A

nounS

castra, caströrum, n. pl. camp

mïles, mïlitis, m. soldier (military)

scrïba, ae, m. clerk; scribe (scribe)

toga, togae, f. toga

VerBS

currö, currere, cucurrï, cursum to run (current)

circumdö, circumdare, circumdedï, circumdatum to surround

dïcö, dïcere, dïxï, dictum to speak, say, tell (dictate)

gerö, gerere, gessï, gestum to wear

mittö, mittere, mïsï, missum to send (mission)

*petö, petere, petïvï / petiï, petïtum to aim at, attack, seek (petulant)

pönö, pönere, posuï, positum to put, place (position)

probö, äre, ävï, ätum to approve (probation)

teneö, tenëre, tenuï, tentum to hold (tenacious)
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adjectiVeS

cärus, a, um dear, expensive, costly

dexter, dextra, dextrum right; f. noun right hand** (dexterity)

PArt b: PrePoSitionS

ad (+ acc.) – to, toward, near, at
ä, ab (+ abl.) – from, away from

cum (+ abl.) – with

dë (+ abl.) – down from, about, concerning

ë, ex (+ abl.) – out of, from

in (+ acc.) – into; (+ abl.) in, on

per (+ acc.) – through

prö (+ abl.) – in front of, before

sub (+ acc.) – up to; (+ abl.) under
träns (+ acc.) – across

*Notä Bene: Some verbs have an alternative spelling for the third principal part.
**The feminine form of this adjective can be used as a noun: dextra, -ae, or dextera, -ae, meaning “the right hand.”

Exercise 1. Using the rules for syllabication and accent that you have learned, write out the syllables and 
accents for the vocabulary words above. Then practice pronouncing them aloud.

Section 31. Third Conjugation

Just as the third declension contains the majority of Latin nouns, so the third conjugation contains the 
largest group of Latin verbs. This group of verbs is distinguishable from the first two conjugations by its 
own unique infinitive, which ends in -ere. Notice that unlike the second conjugation (which ends in  -ëre) this 
infinitive has a short e. The stem of these verbs is found in the same way as the first and second conjugation 
verbs.

 2nd principal part – re = verb stem

1st conjugation amä/re = amä 
2nd conjugation vidë/re = vidë
3rd conjugation mitte/re = mitte

Exercise 2. Identify the stem and conjugation of each of the verbs in the vocabulary list of this chapter.

Example: currö, currere, cucurrï, cursum

curre, 3
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Section 32. Present Tense

The third conjugation uses the same set of personal endings as the other groups of verbs. However, 
because its stem vowel is a short weak ‘e’ it weakens to an ‘i’ or ‘u’ before the personal endings.

perSon SinguLar pLuraL

1 mittö mittimus

2 mittis mittitis

3 mittit mittunt

Exercise 3. Following the example of mittere, conjugate the verbs currere and petere in the present tense. 
Include the English translations.

Exercise 4. Parse each of the following verbs identifying their tense, person, and number. Then translate 
them into English.

Latin tenSe perSon numBer tranSLation

petis Pres. 2 Sing. you seek

lïberäbat

curritis

prohibëbis

mittunt

we ran

you (sing.) speak

he places

they approved

Section 33. Prepositional Phrases

Latin uses prepositions much less than English does, for often the case endings indicate a preposition. 
The ablative of means (Section 28), for example, does not need a preposition. Latin, however, does 
have several prepositions and uses them quite frequently. The good news is that Latin prepositions are 
indeclinable; that is, they do not alter their endings in any way. However, each preposition requires a certain 
case for its object; so you must memorize the case each preposition “takes.”

For example, the preposition ad must take an object in the accusative case.

ad oppidum to the town

ad rëgem to the king

If oppidum were placed in any case other than the accusative, the phrase would be grammatically 
incorrect. With some prepositions the result would be even more serious. Notice that in and sub can take 
either the ablative or accusative cases. The meaning, however, is very different depending upon which case 
you use.

Iësus in aquä ambulat. Jesus walks on water.
Petrus in aquam ambulat. Peter walks into the water.
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Exercise 5. Translate the following underlined prepositional phrases into Latin. Be careful to make sure 
that you are using the correct cases!

1. The Romans threw the tyrant out of the town.
2. I will cook dinner with a friend.
3. With gratitude the people worship God.
4. The boys are swimming in the river.
5. The army will keep the enemy away from the king.
6. The soldiers quickly march toward the camp.

As you can see, the types of phrases that use Latin prepositions can vary widely. These different uses are 
categorized as particular constructions. Here are some of the most common constructions that use  
Latin prepositions.

1. Ablative of accompaniment: cum + ablative
This construction indicates the person that someone is accompanying, or the person(s) with whom 
they are completing an action.

Cum sociö pugnö – I fight with an ally.
Cum mätre ambuläs – You walk with (your) mother.

2. Ablative of manner: cum + ablative
This construction describes the manner in which an action was done, or how an action was 
accomplished.

Cum gaudiö labörat – He works with joy.

When an adjective is used to modify the object of a preposition—and especially cum—it often 
precedes the preposition, creating a “sandwich.”

magnä cum laude – with great praise

3. Ablative of separation: ä, ab + ablative
The ablative of separation is often used with the preposition ä, ab when used in reference to a person.

Oppidum ä malö rëge serväbitis. You will save the town from the evil king.

4. Ablative of place where
Describes where something takes place.

In viä ambuläbämus. We were walking in the road.
Mïles prö rëge stat. The soldier stands before the king.

5. Ablative of place from which
Shows motion away from an object.

Populï ab oppidö festïnant. The people hurry from the town.

6. Accusative of place to which
Shows motion toward an object.

Mïles ad ignem ambulat.  The soldier walks toward the fire.
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Caveat Discipulus: Exceptions for Place Expressions!
As with many grammar rules in English, Latin too has exceptions to the rules. There 

are a few nouns that do not use the above prepositional phrases to express place. Instead 
they appear in the appropriate case as listed above without a preposition. 

 
Ad oppidum ambulö. I walk to the town.

Römam ambulö. I walk to Rome.

Ab oppidö ambulö. I walk from the town.
Römä ambulö. I walk from Rome.

The names of cities, small islands in the Mediterranean, and the nouns domus (house/home) and rüs 
(country) do NOT use prepositions for expressions of place.

Exercise 6. Identify each of the constructions underlined in Exercise 5.

Exercise 7. Parse and diagram the following sentences, then translate.

1. Mïlitës cum scrïbä, nön cum rëge, dïxërunt.

2. Iuvenem ad rëgem portävërunt.

3. Agricolae frümentum in oppidum carrïs portäbunt.

4. Esne vir validus? 

5. Validï virï glöriam petunt.

Chapter Reading
GÄIUS MÜCIUS SCAEVOLA
chArActerS:

Lars Porsenna –  an Etruscan king, an ally of Tarquinius Superbus, who attacked Rome in 
order to help Tarquinius reclaim the throne

Gäius Mücius – a very brave citizen of Rome
Scrïba –  the king’s scribe (secretary) who among other duties was in charge of 

distributing the soldiers’ pay

Rëx Ëtruscörum erat Porsenna. Porsenna et mïlitës Ëtruscï urbem Römam circumdabant. Römänï 
multum frümentum nön habëbant; frümentum, igitur, cärum erat. Iuvenis, nömine Gäius Mucius, rem 
dëplörävit quod ubï rëgës rëgnäbant Römänös nëmö circumdedërunt. 

Gäius dïxit, “Dësïderö ad castra Ëtruscörum ïre.” Senätörës Römänï probävërunt.
Gladium sub togä Gäius posuit. Ambulävit ad castra. Ubï ad castra pervënit, scrïba mïlitibus pecüniam 

dabat. Mïlitës cum scrïbä, nön rëge, dïcëbant. Scrïba quoque togam similem togae rëgis gerëbat. Gäius 
ambös virös vïdit. Nön dësïderävit rogäre quem virum esset rëgem. Quod nön rogävit, forte scrïbam, nön 
rëgem, necävit. 

Gäius per turbam cucurrit. Mïlitës Gäium cëpërunt et iuvenem ad rëgem portävërunt. Stäns prö rëge 
Gäius Mucius clämävit, “Cïvis Römänus sum! Virï më Gäium Mücium appellant. Hostis tuus sum et, ut 
hostis, të necäre dësïdërävï. Dësïderö të necäre. Trecentï iuvenës Römänï quoque të necäre dësïderant. Semper 
necesse erit timëre. Ünus iuvenis të necäbit.”

Rëx Porsenna et timidus et ïrätus erat. Rëx Gäium in ignem ïnicï iussit. Tum Gäius clämävit, “Spectäs 
et vidëbis quam vïle quï glöriam petunt corpus habent.” Dextram tum Gäius in ignem posuit. Dextram in 
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igne tenëbat. Rëx ë sellä salit et “abï” dïcit, “es vir validus!” Rëx Gäium Mücium lïberävit quod erat validus. 
Posteä Römänï Gäiö agnömen “Scaevolam” dedërunt quod dextram ämïserat.‡

Notä Bene:
similem togae rëgis = similar to the king’s toga
rogäre quem virum esset rëgem = to ask which man was the king.
Rëx Gäium in ignem ïnicï iussit. = The king ordered Gaius to be thrown into the fire. (inicï is a present 
passive infinitive.)
quam vïle quï = how worthless those who . . .

‡ämïserat is the pluperfect tense and is best translated as “had lost.” (Scaevola means “left-handed.”)

GLOSSARY

Ëtruscï, örum, adj. ..................... Etruscan
Ëtruscörum, gen. pl. .................. of the Etruscans
igitur, adv. .................................. therefore
nömine ........................................ by the name of, called
rem, acc., sing. ............................ situation (in this sentence)
dëplörö, äre ................................ to deplore
ubï, adv. ...................................... when
nëmö ........................................... nobody, no one
ïre ................................................ to go
gladius, ï, m. ............................... sword
pervënit ...................................... he arrived
pecünia, ae, f. ............................. money
similis, adj. .................................. similar [to]
ambös .......................................... both
quod, conj. ................................. because
forte ............................................ by chance
turba, ae, f. ................................. crowd
capiö, capere, cëpï, captum ........ to capture
stäns ............................................ standing
cïvis, cïvis, m. ............................. citizen
appellö, äre ................................. call [by name]
tuus, a, um, adj. .......................... your
ut ................................................. as
ünus ............................................ one
të, acc., sing. ............................... you
sölus, a, um, adj. ......................... alone
cupiditäs, cupiditätis, f. .............. desire, wish
trecentï, numerical adj. .............. three hundred
semper, adv. ................................ always
necesse ......................................... necessary
et . . . et . . . ................................. both . . . and . . .
ïnicï ............................................. to be thrown
habent ......................................... best translated as “they consider”
ignis, ignis, m. ............................. fire 
sella, ae, f. ................................... chair
saliö, salïre, saluï, salitum .......... to jump
abï, command ............................ go [away]!
posteä, adv. ................................. afterwards
agnömen .....................................  a name added to the names one already has because of  

some deed he has accomplished

For Discussion: 
How does war with Tarquinius 
Superbus and Lars Porsenna 
compare to the War of 1812?
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Colloquamur (Let’s Talk)

Now that you have learned place expressions in Latin, let’s learn some useful phrases for 
going places, and a few responses. Use your “eye” Latin to see if you can discern the meaning.

Licetne mihi ïre . . . May I go . . . (Literally: Is it permitted for me to go . . .)
Licetne nöbïs ïre . . .  May we go . . . 

ad officium?
ad lätrïnam?
ad fontem aquae?

ë lüdö?

Derivative Detective
Did any of the prepositions in the vocabulary list look familiar? They should, for many 

Latin prepositions appear as prefixes in English. Use your knowledge of Latin prepositions to 
decipher the meanings of the English words below.

deport submit
export permission
import transpose
transport deposit
emit imposition
transmit exposition
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vocAbuLAry by ALPhAbet

Latin engLiSh deriVatiVeS

ad, prep + acc. to, toward, against; at, near, by
amö, amäre, amävï, amätum to love, like (amorous) 
accipiö, accipere, accëpï, acceptum to receive (accept) 

äcer, äcris, äcre sharp, eager;  
severe, fierce (acrid, acrimony) 

adamö, äre, ävï, ätum to fall in love with 
adiuvö, äre, ävï, ätum to help
administrö, äre, ävï, ätum to manage (administer) 
adveniö, advenïre, advënï, 
adventum to arrive, come to (advent) 

aedificö, aedificäre, aedificävï, 
aedificätum to build (edifice, edification) 

aëneus, aënea, aëneum bronze 
ager, agrï, m. field (agriculture, agrarian) 
agnöscö, agnöscere, agnövï, 
agnitum to know, understand, identify 

agö, agere, ëgï, äctum to do, drive, act (agent, action) 
agricola, agricolae, m. farmer (agriculture) 
aliquis, aliquid somebody, something 
alius, alia, aliud other, another (alias, alibi) 
alter, altera, alterum 
alter . . . alter 

the other (of two) 
one . . . the other (alternative, alternate) 

altus, a, um high, deep (altitude) 
ambulö, ambuläre, ambulävï, 
ambulätum to walk (perambulator, ambulance) 

Glossary
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amïca, amïcae, f. friend (female friend) (amicable) 
amïcus, a, um friendly (amicable) 
amïcus, amïcï, m. friend (male friend) (amicable, amigo) 
ämittö, ämittere, ämïsï, ämissum to let go, lose 
amor, amöris, m. love (amorous) 
ancilla, ancillae , f. maid-servant (ancillary) 
animal, animälis, n. animal (animal) 
annus, ï, m. year (annual) 
ante, prep. + acc. before 
antecëdö, antecëdere, antecessï, 
antecessum to precede, to surpass (antecedent) 

antequam before 
appellö, äre, ävï, ätum to speak to; call, name (appellation) 

aptus, a, um fitting, proper,  
apt, suitable (apt)

apud, prep. + acc. among 
aqua, ae, f. water (aquatic)
arbor, arboris tree (arboreal)
arma, armörum, n. pl. weapons, arms (armor, arms) 
arö, aräre, arävï, arätum to plow (arable) 
ascendö, ascendere, ascendï, 
ascënsum to climb, to go up (ascension) 

auctöritäs, auctöritätis, f. authority (author) 
audiö, audïre, audïvï/audiï, 
audïtum, to hear, listen (audio, auditory) 

aurum, ï, n. gold (auric) 
aut or 
auxilium, auxiliï, n. aid, help (auxiliary) 
bellum, bellï, n. war (belligerent, bellicose) 
bene well 
bonus, bona, bonum good (bonus, bonafide) 
brevis, breve short, brief (brevity) 
caelum, ï, n. sky (celestial) 
camera, ae, f. room 
cantö, cantäre, cantävï, cantätum  to sing (chant, cantata) 
capiö, capere, cëpï, captum to take, seize; capture (capture) 
captïvus, ï, m. captive, prisoner of war (captivity) 
caput, capitis, n. head (capital, chapter) 

cardinälis, cardinäle that on which something turns, 
depends (cardinal), (cardinal) 

careö, carëre, caruï, caritürum  
(+ abl. of separation) 

to be without, to be deprived of, 
want, lack; be free from 

carpö, carpere, carpsï, carptum to seize, pluck (carpal)
carrus, carrï, m. wagon, cart, chariot (cart) 
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cärus, a, um dear, expensive, costly (caress)
castra, caströrum, n. pl. camp 
celer, celeris, celere swift, quick, rapid (accelerate) 
cëna, cënae, f. dinner (cenacle) 
cëterï, cëterörum, m. pl. the rest 
circum (+ acc.) around (circumference)
circumdö, circumdare, circumdedï, 
circumdatum to surround 

circumscrïbö, -scrïbere, -scrïpsï, 
-scrïptum to draw a line around (circumscribe) 

cïvïlis, cïvïle civil (civil) 
cïvis, cïvis, m. citizen
clämö, äre, ävï, ätum to shout (clamor, exclaim) 
classis, classis, f. fleet (class) 
claudö, claudere, clausï, clausum to shut, close; close off (closure) 
collum, collï, n. neck (collar) 
condö, condere, condidï, conditum to found, establish 
coniungö, coniungere, coniünxï, 
coniünctum to unite, join together (conjugate) 

conscrïbö, conscrïbere, conscrïpsï, 
conscrïptum to enlist, enroll; write up (conscription)

cönsentiö, cönsentïre, cönsënsï, 
cönsënsum to agree (consent, consensus) 

cönsilium, cönsiliï, n. plan
cönspiciö, cönspicere, cönspexï, 
cönspectum to catch sight of (conspicuous) 

cönsümö, cönsümere, cönsümpsï, 
cönsümptum to consume, eat (consume) 

conträ, prep. + acc. against (contrary)
cöpiae, cöpiärum, f. pl. troops (copious) 
corium, coriï, n. skin, hide (excoriate) 
cornü, üs, n. wing (of an army); horn (cornucopia, cornet, unicorn) 
corpus, corporis, n. body (corporal) 
crëdö, crëdere, crëdidï, crëditum 
(+ dat. of person, + acc. of thing) to believe, trust (creed)

creö, creäre, creävï, creätum to create, make (creation, creator) 
crüdëlis, crüdële hard-hearted, cruel (crudelity) 
culïna, culïnae, f. kitchen (culinary) 
cürö, äre, ävï, ätum to care for, take care of
currö, currere, cucurrï, cursum to run (current) 
dëbeö, dëbëre, dëbuï, dëbitum ought, must (debt) 
dëcipiö, dëcipere, dëcëpï, dëceptum to deceive (deception) 

dëdicö, äre, ävï, ätum to consecrate,  
dedicate; declare (dedicate) 
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deinde then 
dëleö, dëlëre, dëlevï, dëletum to destroy (delete) 
dëmönströ, dëmönsträre, 
dëmönsträvï, dëmönsträtum to point out, show (demonstrate) 

desiderö, äre, ävï, ätum to desire, wish (desire) 
deus, deï, m. god (deity) 
dexter, dextra, dextrum right; f. noun  right hand (dexterity) 
dïcö, dïcere, dïxï, dictum to speak, say, tell (dictate) 

diës, diëï,  m/f. day (feminine used for an 
appointed or set day) (diurnal, modern) 

dignus, a, um worthy (dignified) 
dïmittö, dïmittere, dïmïsï, dïmissum to send away, dismiss (dismiss, dismissal) 
discëdö, discëdere, discëssï, 
discessum go away, depart 

discö, discere, didicï to learn (discern) 
dissimilis, dissimile unlike (dissimilar) 
dïves, dïvitis rich 
dö, dare, dedï, datum to give (donate) 
doceö, docëre, docuï, doctum to teach (doctrine) 
dominus, ï, m. master, lord (domain)
domus, üs, f. house, home (domicile, domestic) 
dönum, dönï, n. gift (donation) 
dum while 
duo, duae, duo two (dual, duet) 
dux, ducis, m. leader (conductor) 
ëducätiö, ëducätiönis, f. upbringing, rearing; education (education) 
effugiö, effugere, effügï to run away, escape 
ego I (egocentric)
emö, emere, ëmï, emptum to buy, procure  
eö, ïre, iï/ïvï, itum to go (exit) 
epistula, ae, f. letter (epistle) 
equus, equï, m. horse (equestrian, equine) 
et and (et cetera)
etiam also, even 
ëvädö, ëvädere, ëväsï, ëväsum to come out, escape (evasion) 
exerceö, exercëre, exercuï, exercitum to train (exercise) 
exercitus, üs, m. army 
exspectö, äre, ävï, ätum to wait for; to see, expect (expect) 
exstinguö, exstinguere, extinxï, 
extinctum to put out, extinguish (extinct) 

fäbula, fäbulae, f. story (fable, fabulous) 
faciës, faciëï, f. face, appearance (facial) 
faciö, facere, fëcï, factum to do, make (fact) 
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factiö, factiönis, f. political party, faction (faction) 
factum, ï, n. deed (fact) 
familia, ae, f. family (familial) 
fätum, ï, n. fate (fatal) 
faveö, favëre, fävï, fautum (+ dat.) to favor  
fëlix, fëlïcis happy (felicity) 
fëmina, fëminae, f. woman  (feminine) 
ferö, ferre, tulï, lätum to bring, carry (ferry, transfer) 
ferrum, ferrï, n. iron; sword (ferric) 
fessus, fessa, fessum tired 
fidëlis, fidële faithful, loyal (to) (fidelity) 
fidës, fidëï, f. faith, trust (fidelity) 
fïlia, fïliae, f. daughter (filial) 
fïlius, fïliï, m. son
fïnis, fïnis, m. end, boundary (finish, finite) 
flamma, flammae, f. flame (flammable, inflammatory) 

flammeus, a, um fiery; flame covered, as a neuter 
noun – bridal veil (flammable) 

flös, flöris, m. flower, blossom (floral) 
flümen, flüminis, n. river (flume) 
fortis, forte strong, brave (fortitude) 
fortitüdinö, fortitüdinis, f. courage, strength (fortitude) 
fortüna, ae, f. fortune, luck (fortunate) 
fräter, frätris, m. brother (fraternal) 
früctus, üs, m. fruit, profit, benefit (fructose, frugal) 
frümentum, frümentï, n. grain 
gaudium, gaudiï, n. joy 
gëns, gentis, f.  tribe, nation (gentile) 
genü, üs, n. knee (genuflect) 
germänus, germänï, m. brother (German, germane) 
gerö, gerere, gessï, gestum to wear 
gladius, gladiï, m. sword (gladiator)
Graecia, Graeciae, f. Greece (Grecian) 
grätia, grätiae, f. thanks, gratitude (gratitude, grateful) 

gravis, grave serious,  
important, weighty (grave) 

gubernätor, gubernätöris, m. governor (gubernatorial) 
habeö, habëre, habuï, habitum to have, hold; consider (habit) 
habitö, habitäre, habitävï, 
habitätum to live, dwell (habitat) 

hic, haec, hoc this, these 
hiems, hiemis, f. winter (hiemal) 
homö, hominis, m. human, man (homo sapiens) 
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honor, honöris, m. honor (honorable) 
höra, hörae, f. hour (hour) 
hostis, hostis, m. enemy (hostile) 
humus, humï, f. ground (humus) 
iaciö, iacere, iëcï, iactum to throw (eject) 
igitur therefore 
ignis, ignis, m. fire (igneous) 
ille, illa, illud that 
imperium, ï, n. power (empire, imperial) 
impetus, üs, m. attack; charge; impulse (impetuous)
incipiö, incipere, incëpï, inceptum to begin (inception) 
incola, incolae, m. settler 
induö, induere, induï, indütum to put on 
ïnfäns, ïnfantis, m./f.i. baby (infant) 
ingëns, ingentis huge 
inimïcus, a, um unfriendly (inamicable) 
inimïcus, inimïcï, m. personal enemy (enmity) 
iniüria, ae, f. wrong, injury; insult (injurious) 
ïnsula, ïnsulae, f. island (insulate) 
integer, integra, integrum upright (integrity) 
intellegö, intellegere, intellëxï, 
intellëctum understand (intelligence) 

interficiö, interficere, interfëcï, 
interfectum to kill 

ipse, ipsa, ipsum himself, herself 
is, ea, id he, she, it 
iste, ista, istud that (of yours/near you) 
iter, itineris, n. journey (itinerary, itinerate) 
iterum again 
iubeö, iubëre, iussï, iussum to order, command (jussive) 
iungö, iungere, iünxï, iünctum to join, unite (conjunction) 
iürö, äre, ävï, ätum to swear, take an oath (jurat) 
iüs, iüris, n. law (jurisprudence) 
iuvenis, iuvenis young, youthful (juvenile) 
iuvenis, iuvenis, m./f. youth, young man (juvenile) 
iuvö, iuväre, iüvï, iütum to help (aid, adjutant) 
labörö, laböräre, labörävï, 
labörätum  to work (labor) 

laetus, a, um happy 
lectus, ï, m. couch, bed; bier 
lëgätus, ï, m. officer, lieutenant (delegate) 

legiö, legiönis, f. legion (up to 6000 men); (pl.) 
troops, army (legionnaire) 
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legö, legere, lëgï, lëctum to read; choose, gather (legible) 
lëx, lëgis, f. law (legal) 
lïber, lïbera, lïberum free (liberty) 
lïberï, lïberörum, m. pl. children 
lïberö, lïberäre, lïberävï, lïberätum to free (liberate) 

lïbertus, ï, m freedman (former slave who has 
been given freedom) 

lïnum, ï, n. line, rope; thread (linear) 
litterae, litterärum, f. pl. literature (literature) 
lüdificö, lüdificäre, lüdificävï, 
lüdificätum to fool (ludicrous) 

lüdus, ï, m. school, game (ludicrous) 
magnopere greatly 
magnus, magna, magnum big, great (magnify, magnitude) 
malus, mala, malum, adj. bad, evil
maneö, manëre, mänsï, mänsum to stay, remain (mansion) 
manus, üs, f. hand; band (of men) (manual, manumit) 
mare, maris, n. sea (marine) 
marïtus, ï, m. husband (marital) 
mäter, mätris, f. mother (maternal, maternity) 
mënsa, mënsae, f. table 
mënsis, mënsis, m. month 
metuö, metuere, metuï, metütum fear 
meus, a, um my, mine 
mïles, mïlitis, m. soldier (military) 
mïlitö, äre, ävï, ätum to serve as a soldier (military) 
mïlle passüs, mïlia passuum miles (1000 paces) 
mïlle (pl. mïlia) thousand (mile) 
minimus, a, um least, very little (minimal) 
miser, misera, miserum unhappy, wretched, miserable (miser) 
mïtis, mïte gentle 
mittö, mittere, mïsï, missum to send (mission) 
modestia, ae, f. temperance; humility (modesty) 
modestus, a, um well-behaved; humble, modest (modest) 
modo only 
moneö, monëre, monuï, monitum to warn (admonish) 
möns, montis, m. mountain (montane) 
mönströ, mönsträre, mönsträvï, 
mönsträtum to  show (demonstration) 

mors, mortis, f. death (mortician) 
mortuus, a, um dead (mortuary) 
mox soon 
multus, multa, multum many (multiply, multitude) 
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narrö, narräre, narrävï, narrätum to tell (narrate, narrator) 
natö, äre, ävï, ätum to swim  (natatorium)
nauta, nautae, m. sailor (nautical) 
nävigö, nävigäre, nävigävï, 
nävigätum  to sail (navigate, navigation) 

nävis, nävis, f. ship (naval) 
necö, äre, ävï, ätum to kill 
neuter, neutra, neutrum neither (neuter, neutral) 
nix, nivis, f. snow (snow) 
noceö, nocëre, nocuï, nocitum (+ 
dat.) to harm, to be harmful to (innocuous) 

nölö, nölle, nöluï to not wish, to be unwilling 
nömen, nöminis, n. name, title (nomination) 
nön  not (nonsense)
nös, nostrï/nostrum we
noster, a, um our
notä bene phrase: “note well”  
nötus, a, um known (notable) 
nox, noctis, f. night; darkness (nocturnal) 
nübes, nübis, m. cloud
nüllus, nülla, nüllum no, none, not any (nullify, annul) 
numquam, adv. never 
nunc now 
nüntius, ï, m. messenger; message (announcement) 
nux, nucis, f. nut; nut tree 
ob, prep. + acc. in front of; on account of, for (obvious) 
obses, obsidis, m. hostage (obsess) 
obtineö, obtinëre, obtinuï, 
obtentum to hold on, possess (obtain) 

obtruncö, äre, ävï, ätum to slaughter 
odium, odiï, n. hatred (odious) 
officium, ï, n. office, duty (officiate) 
omnis, omne all, every (omnibus, omnipresent) 
oppidum, oppidï, n. town 
oppugnö, oppugnäre, oppugnävï, 
oppugnätum  to attack (pugnacious)

optimus, a, um best (optimum) 
optö, optäre, optävï, optätum to wish for, desire (option, opt) 
örätiö, örätiönis, f.  speech (oratory) 
örnö, äre, ävï, ätum to decorate, adorn (ornate) 
ös, öris, n. mouth (oral) 
pär, paris equal (to) (partial) 
parätus, a, um prepared (preparatory) 
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parëns, parentis, m/f. parent (parent) 
päreö, pärëre, päruï, päritum (+ dat.) to obey, to be obedient to 
parö, äre, ävï, ätum to prepare, get ready (preparation) 
pars, partis, f. part (particle, partition) 
parvus, a, um little, small 
passus, üs, m. pace, footstep (pace) 
pater, patris, m. father (paternal, paternity) 
pätria, pätriae, f. fatherland, country (patriot) 
paucï, paucae, pauca, pl. few, a few (paucity) 
pauper, pauperis poor, a poor man (poverty) 
päx, päcis, f. peace (pax, pacify) 
pecünia, ae, f. money (pecuniary) 
pereö, perïre, periï, peritum to die (perish) 
perïculum, ï, n. danger (peril) 
permittö, permittere, permïsï, 
permissum to permit, allow (permission) 

petö, petere, petïvï / petiï, petïtum to aim at, attack, seek (petulant) 
pius, pia, pium pious, devout (god-fearing) (pious, piety) 
placeö, placëre, placuï, placitum (+ 
dat.) to please, to be pleasing to (placate) 

plënus, a, um full (plenty) 
plürimus, a, um most, very much (plural) 
poëta, poëtae, m. poet (poet) 
pönö, pönere, posuï, positum to put, place (position) 
portö, portäre, portävï, portätum to carry (portable) 
possum, posse, potuï to be able, can (possible) 
post, prep. + acc. after 
posteä afterwards 
postquam, conj. after 
postulö, äre, ävï, ätum to demand (postulate) 
potëns, potentis able, capable; powerful (potent) 
praecipuus, a, um special; principal 
praemium, ï, n. reward; booty, loot (premium) 
pretium, ï, n. price  
prïnceps, prïncipis, m. prince, leader (principate) 
probö, äre, ävï, ätum to approve (probation) 
pröcëdö, pröcëdere, pröcessï, 
pröcessum to advance, proceed (process) 

proelium, ï, n. battle 
prohibeö, prohibëre, prohibuï, 
prohibitum to keep (back), prevent (prohibit) 

prope (+ acc.) near 
pröpönö, pröpönere, pröposuï, 
pröpositum to put before; to propose (proposition) 
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proximus, a, um next, near (approximate) 
püblicus, a, um public (publicity) 
puella, puellae, f. girl 
puer, puerï, m. boy (puerile, puerperal) 
pugnö, pugnäre,  pugnävï, 
pugnätum to fight (pugnacious) 

pulcher, pulchra, pulchrum beautiful (pulchritude) 
püpa, püpae, f. doll (pupa) 
quaerö, quaerere, quaesïvï/quaesiï, 
quaesïtum to seek, ask

quï, quae, quod, rel. pron. who, which 
quis, quid, interrog. pron. who, what 
quod because 
quoque also 
ratiö, ratiönis, f. reason (ration, rational) 
reddö, reddere, reddidï, redditum to give back, return 
referö, referre, rettulï, relätum to bring back, carry back; report (relate, relative) 
reflectö, reflectere, reflexï, reflexum to bend back (reflect) 
rëgia, rëgiae, f. palace (regal) 
rëgïna, rëgïnae, f. queen 
rëgnö, rëgnäre, rëgnävï, rëgnätum to rule (reign, regent) 
relinquö, relinquere, relïquï, 
relictum to leave behind (relinquish) 

rës püblica, reï püblicae, f. state, republic 
rës, reï f. thing, matter; state (Republic) 
respondeö, respondëre, respondï, 
respönsum to reply, respond (responsive) 

reveniö, revenïre, revënï, reventum, to come back, return 
revertö, revertere, revertï, reversum to turn back, return (reverse) 
rëx, rëgis, m. king (regent) 
rïpa, ae, f. river bank, shore (riparian, riptide) 
rïvus, ï, m. brook, small stream (rival) 
rogö, rogäre, rogävï, rogätum to ask (interrogation) 
rosa, rosae, f. rose (rose) 
rüs, rüris, f. country (as opposed to city) (rural, rusticate) 
sacer, sacra, sacrum sacred, holy (sacred) 
saltö, saltäre, saltävï, saltätum to leap, dance 
sciö, scïre, scïvï / sciï, scïtum to know (science) 
scrïba, ae, m. clerk; scribe (scribe) 
scrïbö, scrïbere, scrïpsï, scrïptum to write (scribble) 
scütum, scütï, n. shield (scutes)
semper always 

senätor, senätöris, m. senator, member of the Roman 
senate (senator) 
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senätus, üs, m. senate; body of elders (senate, senatorial) 
senex, senis old, aged; (as a noun) old man (senate, senile) 
senior, seniöris older, elder 
sentiö, sentïre, sënsï, sënsum to perceive, feel; sense (sensible) 
servö, serväre,  servävï, servätum to take care of; guard, protect, save (conserve, preserve) 
sï if 
sïc thus, so, in this way 
sïcut, adv. just as 
signum, signï, n. sign (signal) 
similis, simile like, similar (to) (similarity) 
sincërë honestly (sincerely) 
socius, sociï, m. ally (social) 
sölus, söla, sölum alone, only (solo, solitude) 
soror, soröris, f. sister (sorority) 
spectö, spectäre, spectävï, spectätum to look at, watch (spectator, spectacle) 
spërö, äre, ävï, ätum to hope 
spës, speï, f. hope (desperate) 
squälidus, a, um dirty (squalid) 
statua, ae, f. statue (statuesque) 
stella, stellae , f. star (stellar, constellation) 
stö, stäre, stetï, statum to stand; (+ dat.) to cost (statue, statute, from “to stand”)
studeö, studëre, studuï (+ dat.) to study, to direct one’s zeal to (studious) 
studium, studiï, n. zeal, eagerness (studious) 
sum, esse, fuï, futürum to be (essence, future) 
superö, äre, ävï, ätum to surpass, outdo; overcome 
surgö, surgere, surrëxï, surrëctum to rise, arise (resurrection) 
suus, a, um his, her, its, their own
tam so 
tamen nevertheless, however 
templum, templï, n. temple (temple, Knights Templar) 
temptö, äre, ävï, ätum to try, attempt (tempt) 
tempus, temporis, n. time (temporal) 
teneö, tenëre, tenuï, tentum to hold (tenacious) 
terra, terrae, f. earth, land (terrain) 
terreö, terrëre, terruï, territum to scare, frighten (terrify) 
timeö, timëre, timuï to be afraid, fear (timid, timidity) 
timidus, a, um afraid, fearful; hesitant (timid, timidity) 
toga, togae, f. toga 
tötus, töta, tötum whole, entire (total) 
trës, tria three (trio, tricycle)
triumphus, ï, m. triumphal procession (triumphant) 
Tröia, Tröiae, f. Troy (a city-state in Asia Minor) (Troy, Trojan) 
tü you 
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tum then 
tütus, tüta, tütum protected, safe 
tuus, a, um your, yours 
tyrannus, ï, m. king, tyrant (tyranny) 
ubï when 
üllus, ülla, üllum any 
ultimus, a, um last (ultimatum) 
umquam ever, at any time 
ünus, üna, ünum one (unify, union)
urbs, urbis, f. city (urbane, urban) 
uter, utra, utrum either, which (of two) 
uxor, uxöris, f. wife (uxorious) 
validus, a, um strong (validity) 
vëndö, vëndere, vëndidï, vënditum to sell (vendor) 
veniö, venïre, vënï, ventum to come (advent, venture) 
verbum, ï, n. word (verbose) 
vërë truly (verily) 
vertö, vertere, vertï, versum to turn (convert) 
vester, a, um your (plural)

vïcïnus, a, um neighboring, nearby; (as a noun) 
neighbor (vicinity) 

victöria, ae, f. victory (victorious) 
videö, vidëre, vïdï, vïsum to see (video, vision) 

vigil, vigilis, m. watchman; (m.pl.) a fire brigade, 
firemen (vigilant) 

vïlis, vïle cheap (vile, vilify) 
vïlla, vïllae, f. farmhouse (village) 
vincö, vincere, vïcï, victum to conquer (vanquish) 
vir, virï, m. man (virile) 
virgö, virginis, f. maiden (Virginia) 
virtüs, virtütis, f. manhood, courage (virtue) 
vïvö, vïvere, vïxï, vïctum to live (vivacious) 
vïvus, a, um living, alive (vivacious) 
vocö, vocäre, vocävï, vocätum to call (vocal, vocation) 
volö, velle, voluï to wish, want, be willing 
voluntäs, voluntätis, f. will, wish (voluntary) 
vulnerätus, a, um wounded 
vulnerö, äre, ävï, ätum to wound (vulnerable) 
vultus, vultüs, m. face, visage 
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AbbreviAtionS

1.........................................first person
2.........................................second person
3.........................................third person
A .......................................active
ab .......................................ablative
abl. abs. .............................ablative absolute
abl. acc. .............................ablative of accompaniment
abl. ag. ...............................ablative of agent
abl. cause ..........................ablative of cause
abl. com. ...........................ablative of comparison
abl. ma. .............................ablative of manner
abl. me. .............................ablative of means
abl. place ...........................ablative of place
abl. PfW ............................ablative of place from which
abl. pr. ...............................ablative of price
abl. PW .............................ablative of place where
abl. res. ..............................ablative of respect 
abl. sep. .............................ablative of separation
abl. TW .............................ablative of time when
ac .......................................accusative
PtW ...................................accusative of place to which
acc. sp. ..............................accusative of space
acc. ti. ................................accusative of time
AcSI .................................. accusative subject of the 

infinitive
AcSp .................................accusative of extent of space
adj. + dat. ..........................adjective with the dative
adj. ....................................attributive adjective
adv. ....................................adverb

App. ..................................appositive
c .........................................conjunction
CInf ..................................complementary infinitive
CpAdj.. .............................comparative adjective
CpAdv ..............................comparative adverb
dat. ....................................dative
dat. ag. ..............................dative of agent
dat. obj.. ............................dative object
DA ....................................direct address
DO ....................................direct object
DP .....................................dative of possession
DPr....................................dative of purpose
DR ....................................dative of reference
f .........................................future or feminine
fp .......................................future perfect
g.........................................genitive
gerd. ..................................gerund
gerv. ...................................gerundive
hv ......................................helping verb
(hv) .................................... helping verb in the English, 

but not in the Latin
I .........................................imperfect
IAdv ..................................interrogative adverb
iden. pro. ..........................identical pronoun
imp. ...................................imperative
indec. ................................indeclinable
inf. .....................................infinitive
inten. pro. .........................intensive pronoun
inter. pro. ..........................interrogative pronoun
IO .....................................indirect object
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l .........................................locative
LV .....................................linking verb
m .......................................masculine
n ........................................neuter or nominative
OP .....................................object of the preposition
p ........................................plural or passive
pl. ......................................plural (see also p)
P ........................................preposition
part. abl. ............................partitive ablative
part. gen. ...........................partitive genitive
pf .......................................perfect
PfW ...................................place from which
PNA .................................possessive noun adjective
PPA ...................................possessive pronoun adjective
ppf .....................................pluperfect
part. ...................................participle
pr .......................................present
PrAc ..................................predicate accusative
PrAdj ................................predicate adjective
PrN ...................................predicate nominative
pro.....................................pronoun
PW ....................................place where
refl. pro. ............................reflexive pronoun
s .........................................singular
sing. ...................................singular (see also s)
S.........................................subject
SbAdj. ...............................substantive adjective
sem. dep. ...........................semi-deponent
SpAdj ................................superlative adjective
SpAdv ...............................superlative adverb
SPr .....................................subject pronoun
SV ...................................... subject and verb (a verb containing the subject for the sentence)
V ........................................verb
voc. ....................................vocative
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